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A general criterion is proved for a graph of any cardinality to possess a perfect 
matching. The criterion is used to prove an extension of Tutte’s l-factor theorem 
for general graphs. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 

The problem discussed in this paper is that of characterizing graphs 
which possess a perfect matching. A characterization for finite graphs was 
given by Tutte 1131, who later proved [ 141 that his criterion holds also 
for locally finite graphs. Next to be solved was the countable case, in which 
a criterion was provided by Steffens [ 121. Steffens described a substructure 
of a graph which is an obstruction for perfect matchings and proved that in 
the countable case this is the only possible obstruction. In [3] it was 
shown how to derive from Steffens’ result a criterion for countable graphs 
which is of the form of Tutte’s theorem. In [2] a characterization for 
graphs of size kJ1 was found in terms of obstructions which extend those 
of [12]. In [S] a criterion for matchability of one side of a bipartite 
graph was obtained for graphs of any cardinality. This, and the 
Schriider-Bernstein principle (see, e.g., [6]) which states that a bipartite 
graph possesses a perfect matching if and only if each of its sides is 
matchable, solves the problem in the bipartite case. 

The criterion obtained in this paper for general graphs generalizes both 
[2, 51. Although in form it is a straightforward extension of the N, case 
[2], the proof is quite different: it so turns out that the K, case has a 
relatively simple proof peculiar to itself. The proof is closer in spirit to the 
proof of the general bipartite case and follows the same broad outline. 
However, at certain points there are crucial difficulties which do not appear 
in the bipartite case and which render the proof here more involved. The 
differences are pointed out in the appropriate place in the proof. 
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In Section 7 our criterion and the results of [3] are used to obtain a 
characterization which extends Tutte’s l-factor theorem. 

2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 

A “graph” will be understood in this paper to be undirected, unless 
otherwise stated. The vertex set of a graph H is denoted by V(H) and its 
edge set by E(H), and if V(H) = U and E(H) = Z we write H = (U, I). The 
symbol G will always denote the graph (V, E), and unless otherwise men- 
tioned we shall be referring to a graph with which these symbols are 
associated. If A and B are sets, the set of unordered pairs ([a, b]: a E A, 
b E B} will be denoted by A k B. If SE V then G[S] denotes the graph 
(S, En (S k S)) and G - S denotes G[ US]. If F is a subset of E, A a sub- 
set of V and a an element of V, then F(a) denotes (bE I/: [a,b] E Fj, 
F[A] denotes U {F(~):uEA), and F(a) denotes the element of F(a) if 
IF( a)1 = 1. The restriction of F to A, F r A, is defined as Fn (A x V). The 
support of F, s(F), is defined as F[ V]. A subset F of E is a matching if 
IF(a) 1 d 1 for every a E V (i.e., no two edges in F are incident) and is a 
perfect matching (or 1-facror) if IF(a)\ = 1 for every a E V (in other words, 
if it is a matching and its support is V). If F is a matching and S c V then F 
is said to be a matching of S if Fc S k V and s(F) 2 S. A subset S of V is 
matchable if it has a matching. We say that G is matchable if V 
is matchable. If S c V then 6(S) denotes min{ 1 Ul: UC S and S\U is 
matchable}. We write 6(G) for 6(V). 

Some notation concerning paths. A path P in G is a sequence 
(xk:p< k<a) of distinct elements of V, where cc<@, /3> -w, and 
[x,, xk + i] E E whenever k > p, k + 1 < a. The set of vertices of P, 
{x,:fi<k<a}, is denoted by V(P) and the set {[xk,xk+,]: k>/3 and 
k + 1~ a} of edges of P is denoted by E(P). If fi > --o we denote the first 
vertex on P, xB+ 1, by in(P), and if CI = y + 1 for some y < o we write 
xy = ter(P). The path (xpk: -a < k < -/?) is denoted by P’. 

If y = xj for some p <j < c1 we write Py for the path (xk: /3 < k <j) and 
yP for the path (x,:j< k < a). If L’(P) = V(Q) and the vertices in P and Q 
appear in the same order we view P and Q as identical. If 9 is a family of 
paths, we define V[Y] = U { V(P): P E S}, 

E[9] = u {E(P): PEP} 

in[Y] = {in(P): PEY} 

ter[B] = (ter(P): PE Y}, 
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A family 9 of paths is said to be o-joined if V(P) n l’(Q) = (u} for every 
pair P, Q of distinct members of .9. 

If P has a terminal vertex, Q has an initial vertex, and V(P) n V(Q) = 
{ter(P)) = {in(Q)) we write P * Q for the path R such that 
E(R) = E(P) u E(Q) and the vertices of P precede on R those of Q. If P 
and Q are paths and y E V(P) n V(Q) and Py * yQ is defined, we 
abbreviate PyQ for Py * yQ. If F is a matching then a path is said to be F- 
alternating if one of each pair of adjacent edges in it belongs to F. An F- 
alternating path is an F-track if its first edge belongs to F, and an F-walk 
otherwise. An F-track (walk) is an F-y-track (F-y-walk) if its last edge 
belongs to F, and an F-n-track (F-n-walk) otherwise. 

Let F be a matching and z E l+(F). We define the following sets: 

h(z, F)= {ter(P): P is an F-y-walk from z with IE(P)I > 1) 

k(z, F) = h(z, F) u F[h(z, F)] 

m(z, F) = {z) u k(z, F) 

l(z, F) = (z} u h(z, F) 
y(z, F) = k(z, F)\h(z, F). 

If Z is a subset of V disjoint from s(F) we denote by h(Z, F) the set 
U {h(z, F): ZE Z} and similarly for the other terms defined above. 

Throughout this paper, when a term is defined for the graph G and we 
wish to define the same term in another graph D, we add “D” as a sub- 
script to the term. Thus we write E, (for E(D)), h,(z, F), etc. 

We adopt the convention that if a sequence is denoted by a barred letter, 
its elements are denoted by the same letter, with indices, and vice versa, 
e.g., 3 will denote a sequence of the form (S,: M < 0. If S= (S,: SI < <) is a 
sequence and p < [ we write S, = (S, : c( < /?). 

Throughout the paper, the small Greek letters q, K, /2, h, v will denote 
cardinals and other small Greek letters will denote ordinals. 

3. TIGHT SETS AND OBSTRUCTIONS 

A subset T of V’ is called tight if it is matchable, but only “barely so,” 
namely, whenever F is a matching of T there holds s(F) = T. (This means 
that T cannot “give a hand” to any other vertex to be matched.) If T is 
tight, a E V\T and E(a) 5 T then clearly Tu (u} is unmatchable, and 
hence G is not matchable. We call Tu {a} a l-obstruction. Steffens [12] 
proved that if G is countable then it is matchable if and only if it does not 
contain a l-obstruction. 

In the uncountable case one can construct obstructions for matchability 
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of more general type. A subset S of V is called an X,-obstruction if 
s= urx<E[, L,, where the sets L, are disjoint; for each !x < K, either 

(i) L, is a l-obstruction in G - Ugxa L, or 
(ii) IL, 1 = 1; 

and the set {a: (i) occurs at M} is stationary in tt,. 
It is not difficult to see that if G contains an K,-obstruction then it is 

unmatchable (and in fact every matching in G leaves out at least N, 
vertices, hence the name K,-obstruction.) 

In [2] it was shown that if 1 VI < K, then G is matchable if and only if it 
does not contain a l-obstruction or an K,-obstruction. The generalization 
to x-obstructions for K regular is obvious: one demands in the definition 
above that S= uacK L,, and in (i) that each L, is a v-obstruction for some 
v < K. The first aim of this paper is to show that G is matchable if and only 
if it does not contain a l-obstruction or a K-obstruction for some regular 
cardinal K. However, the proof demands somewhat more complicated 
definitions. In fact, we shall have to answer the more general question of 
when is a subset A of V matchable. For this purpose we introduce the 
following terminology. 

If A and Tare subsets of V then T is said to be A-tight if it is matchable 
and s(F) = T for every matching F of A n T. If T is V-tight we say simply 
that it is tight. A graph is A-loose if it contains no nonempty A-tight set, 
and loose if it is V-loose. 

If [ is an ordinal then a i-tower in G is an ascending continuous 
sequence S= (S,: CI < [) of subsets of I/ where S, = /a. The ladder of 3, 
which is denoted by I(S) (or I(S)), is the sequence (S, + l\S, : c( < i). 
Clearly, a tower is uniquely defined by its ladder. 

Let Y be the class of positive nonsingular cardinals. Let A G V. 
We define by induction on K (K E Y) when a subset S of V is a 

k--A-obstruction. If K 6 K, we say that S is a K-d-obstruction if S= TV Z, 
where T is A-tight, Tn 2 = 0, 2 E A, 121 = K, and E[Z] c T. Assume now 
that K is regular and uncountable and that the notion of a P-A-obstruction 
has been defined for all ,LL < K (/J E Y). We say that a K-tower 3 whose lad- 
der is E is A-obstructive if for each c( < K, either 

(1) L, is a p-(A\S,)-obstruction in G - S, for some p < K or 

(2) IU=l 

and the set (a < K: (1) occurs at E} is stationary. 
For i = 1,2 the set {a < K: case (i) occurs at a} is denoted by Gi(s) or 

@P,(S). 
We say that a subset S of V is a K-A-obstruction if S= U 3 for some 

A-obstructive K-tower S. 
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We say that a c-tower 3, where c < K, is K-A-structured if each rung L, of 
I(S) satisfies one of the possibilities (1) or (2) above. Thus, the initial parts 
S, of a K-A-obstructive tower S are K-A-structured. A subset S of V is 
K-A-structured if S = U S for some K-A-structured tower S. 

Whenever a Ic-A-obstruction will be mentioned it will be implicitly 
assumed that K E Y and A E V. We say that a subset S of V is a Ic-obstruc- 
tion if it is a ~-V-obstruction. 

When considering an obstruction instead of an obstructive tower we lose 
the structure of the tower (and of the “towers within towers” of the induc- 
tive definition), and this structure will be necessary for our analysis. We 
overcome this difficulty by attaching a fixed structure to each obstruction, 
in the following way. 

For any subset T of V for which there exists a matching N such that 
s(N) = T we choose one such N and write M(T) = N. If S is a rc-A-obstruc- 
tion and K < K, we fix a choice of a pair oA(S) = (T, Z) of sets such that 
S= TV Z, T is A-tight, ZL A, IZI = K, and E[Z] L T. If the identity of A 
is clear from the context we omit its mention and write o(S) for oA(S). 
We also define T = T(S), Z = R,(S), and M(S) = M(T), and we write 
R,(S) = B. 

Now, whenever we shall be considering a K-d-structured c-tower S, 
where K is regular and uncountable, we shall tacitly assume that the 
following choice has been made. For each a < [ the rung L, of I(S) is 
,n-(A\S,)-structured in G - S, for some p < K. Hence we may assume by 
induction (onp) that T(L,), R,(L,), and R,(L,) are defined, and we 
define, for each /I < [: 

T&,=u (W,):~<B,=@,(S)} 

w%,=U (whb4~~@,(~)J 

MS,4 = ‘t.j {ML): 51 <A m E @As)}, 

&(SB)= u {L,: CCC/~, CIE@~(~)) u u (R,(a): a</?, w@,(S)}, 

and R(SB) = R,(SB) v R2(SB). (For p < X, T, M, and R, = R are defined as 
described above.) We write T(S) for T(S,), M(S,) = M(S), and so on. 
(Note that the above definitions have been made with respect to a given, 
fixed tower, and may change with the choice of this tower. Otherwise we 
would have had to take complicated steps to avoid conflicing definitions, 
and in the discussion below we shall not need more than the above mode 
of definition.) 

A subset S of I’ is called an A-obstruction if it is a ic-A-obstruction 
for some ICE Y. If K E Y then S is called a (> Ic)-A-obstruction if it is a 
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P-A-obstruction for some p > K. Similar definitions hold for ( > ti)-, ( <K)-, 
( 6 K)-A-obstructions. 

In all the above definitions, when A = V we omit its mention, and write 
“obstruction, ” ‘%-obstructive tower,” and so on. 

A graph is called obstructed (K-obstructed) if it contains an obstruction 
(rc-obstruction.) 

4. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 

4A. Some Properties of Tight Sets 

LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a subset of V and F a matching such that F 1 A = F, 
and let T = s(F). Then T is A-tight if and only if there does not exist an 
F-alternating path P such that 

(a) (al) in(P)+ T and /E(P)1 > 1 or 

(a*) P is an F-track and in(P) $ A and 

(b) (b,) Wp) $ T or 
(b2) the last edge qf P belongs to F and ter(P) $ A or 

(b,) P is infinite. 

ProoJ: Assume that there exists a path P satisfying (a) and (b). Then 
I= FA E(P) is a matching. Let I’ = I r (A n T). It is easy to check that I’ is a 
matching of A n T and that s(Z) # T. This shows that T is not A-tight. 

To prove the converse, assume that T is not A-tight. Then there exists a 
matching Z of A n T such that s(Z) # T. Let D be the graph (V, Zu F). Since 
the degree of each vertex in D is at most 2, each connected component of D 
is a path or a circuit. Assume first that there exists a vertex u E s(Z)\T. Since 
the degree of v in D is 1, it is the beginning point of a path P. If P is infinite 
then it satisfies (ai) and (b3). So assume that P is finite, and let y = ter(P). 
If the last edge of P belongs to F then y C# s(Z) and hence y q! A, and thus P‘ 
satisfies (a2) and (b,). If the last edge of P belongs to Z then y $ T, and P 
satisfies (a,), (b,). 

Assume now that s(Z) G T but there exists a vertex u E T\s(Z). The 
connected component of D containing u is a path, say Q. If Q is infinite 
then it satisfies (a,), (b3). If it is finite then, since T\A ss(Z) E T, there 
holds ter(Q) q! A, and the last edge of Q belongs to F, whence Q satisfies 
(aI), (W. I 

COROLLARY 4.la [l, Lemma 51. Let TE V and F a matching such that 
s(F) = T. Then T is tight if and only if there does not exist an F-walk which 
is either 
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(a) afz F-n-walk consisting of more than one edge or 

(b) infinite. 

The following are obvious: 

LEMMA 4.2. Zf T is tight and X2 T then T is tight in G[X] 

LEMMA 4.3 [ 12, Lemma 31. Zf (T,: CI < [) is an ascending sequence of 
tight sets then U { T,: a < [} is tiglzt. 

COROLLARY 4.3a [ 12, Lemma 31. G contains a maximal tight set. 

LEMMA 4.4. Zf T is tight and U is tight in G - T then Tu U is tight. 

COROLLARY 4.4a. Zf T is a rvzaximal tight set then G - T is loose. 

LEMMA 4.5. Zf T is tiglzt, F is a matching of T and H G F therz s(H) is 
tight in G - s(F\H). 

Proqf Suppose that the lemma fails, i.e., that there exists a matching Z 
of s(H) in G-s(F\H) such that s(Z)#s(H). Then J=Zu (F\H) is a 
matching of T in G such that s(J) # T, contrary to the assumption that T is 
tight. i 

LEMMA 4.6. If (U, : CI < [) is a sequence of subsets of V such that U, is 
tight in G-U {Up:fl<a) for each a<[ then u(U,:a<[} is tiglzt. 

ProofI By induction on [. For [ = 0 the lemma is clear. If 5 = $ + 1 and 
the lemma holds for $, then writing lJ {UX:~<[}=u {U,:cc<$}uUi 
shows that U {U,: a < [} is tight by Lemma 4.4. For [ a limit ordinal the 
lemma follows by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 4.3. i 

LEMMA 4.7. Let {Ti: ie Z} be a family of A-tight sets and let 
T= U (T,: iEZ}. Zf T is matctzable then it is A-tight. 

Proof: If M is a matching of Tn A then 

s(M)=U {s(MrTinA): iEZ}=U (Tj: iEZ}=T. # 

LEMMA 4.8. Zf G is loose, M is a matching in G and x E s(M) then 

(a) There exists an M-track starting at x, which is either infinite or 
erzds ipz us(M). 

(b) There exists a matching M’ such that x$s(M’) and 
s(M’)?s(M)\(x) and jMAM’/ <X0. 
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ProoJ Let T= U {V(P): P is an M-y-track starting at x>, and let 
N = A4 r T. Since G is loose, T is not tight and hence by Corollary 4.la 
there exists an N-walk P satisfying [E(P)1 > 1 and starting at some vertex 
~1 E V\s(N), which is either infinite or terminates at some vertex y E V\s(N). 
There exists an M-y-track Q starting at x which meets P. Let r be the first 
vertex on P which belongs to V(Q). We define a path R from x in the 
following way. If P and Q traverse [r, M(r)] in the same direction, let 
R = QrP. If P and Q traverse [r, M(r)] in opposite directions, let R = Qrp. 

It is easy to check that in either case R is an M-track. Consider the first 
of the cases. If P is infinite then so is R. If P is finite then 
y = ter(P) = ter(R) $ s(N). But then also y $ s(M), since otherwise 1’ would 
be on the M-y-track R * (y, M(y)), which implies y E s(N). If the second 
case occurs then o = ter(R) #s(N), and as above it follows that v # s(M). In 
any of these cases M’ = MAE(R) is seen to be a matching which satisfies 
the requirements of part (b). 1 

LEMMA 4.9. Let X and Y be disjoint subsets of V such that X is 
tight in G - Y. Let F be a matching in G and N= V\s(F). Then 
IF[Xl\(Xu Y)l d I Yl + IXn Nl. 

ProoJ: Let I be a matching of X in G - Y. Let D be the graph 
(V, Iu F). Each vertex u in F[X]\(Xu Y) is the starting point of a path P 
which is a connected component in D. By Corollary 4.la(b) P is finite, 
since u=in(P)~ V\(Xu Y). By Corollary 4.la(a) U= U(U)= ter(P) cannot 
be in V\(Xu Y) and thus either UE Xn N or UE Y. Thus the function 
u -+ u(u) is an injection from F[X]\(Xu Y) into (Xn N) u Y. 1 

LEMMA 4.10. Zf H and A4 are matchings in G then there exists a 
matching M’ such that s(M) 3 s(M) and IM’A HI d max(H,, I V\s(H)I). 

Proof Let D be the graph (V, Mu H). Each vertex x in s(M)\s(H) is 
the initial point of a path P(x) which is a connected component in D. 
Define: M’ = HA U (E(P(x)): x E s(M)\s(H)). One easily sees that 
s(M’)zs(M). Since IE(P(x))l <X0 for each x~s(M)\s(H) and 
ls(M)\s(H)j d 1 V\s(H)I there holds lM’d I-11 6 I V\s(H)I . N,. 1 

LEMMA 4.11. If T, and Tz are tight sets and J, and J2 are matchings of 
T, and T2, respectively, then. 

(1) E[lJz[T~l\~,l E T, u (~,\J,I.~,l) 
(2) T, u (T2\J2[T1]) is tight. 

Proof: Write A = T, u (T2\J2[TI]). Let D be the graph (V, J1 u J2). 
Let z E J, [ T,]\T, . The connected component containing z in D is a path P 
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starting at z. By Corollary 4.la(a) V(P)\(z) c T, and by Corollary 4.la(b) 
P is finite. Let y = ter(P). Suppose that there exists a vertex u E E (z)\A. If 
u 4 T2 then, since u $ T,, u $ V(P), the path P’ * (z, U) is a J,-n-walk, and by 
Corollary 4.10(a) this contradicts the tightness of T,. Thus u E T,, and 
hence u E J2[ T,]. Similar reasoning to the above shows that u is a starting 
point of a path Q which is a connected component in D, and that Q is 
finite and terminates at T,\T,. The path P * (z, U) * Q then yields a con- 
tradiction to the tightness of T2, by Corollary 4.la(a). Thus (1) is proved. 

To prove (2) it suffices, by Lemma 4.4, to show that T2\J2[T1] is tight 
in G-T,. Suppose that this is not the case. Let 7; = Jz\J, r T,. By 
Corollary 4.la one of the following two cases occurs: 

(a) there exists a J;-n-walk P in G - T, starting at V\s(.&), or 
(b) there exists an infinite J;-walk in G- T, starting at V\s(Jz). 

Assume that case (a) holds. Let z, = in(P) and z2 = ter(P). For i= 1,2, if 
Z;E J2[TI] then zi is the starting point of a J,-walk R, which is a connected 
component of D. Since T, is tight Rj is finite and terminates at a vertex in 
T1\T2. Define a path 0 as: A, * P * R, if zI, Z~E J,(T,); k, * P if 
z~EJ,[T,], z2$J2[TI]; P*R, if z,c$J,[T,], z,EJ,[T,]; and O=P if 
zl, z2 q! JZITI]. In any of these cases 0 is a J,-n-walk starting at V\T2, con- 
tradicting, by Corollary 4.la(a), the tightness of T,. 

Similarly, in case (b) one reaches a contradiction to the tightness of T, 
by producing an infinite J,-walk starting at V\T,. 1 

4.B. Properties of Obstructions 

In the remainder of this section we shall use the following notation: IC is 
a cardinal in Y; unless otherwise stated, S will denote a Ic-obstruction, and 
if the tower S or its elements S, are referred to, it is to be understood that 
K > Et,; we then write L for Z(S). 

LEMMA 4.12. If~cdN, then E[R,(S)]sS. Ifrc>No then E[R,(S,)]c 
S, for each /? d JC. 

Proof: For K < X, the assertion in the lemma is part of the definition of 
an “obstruction.” For IC > K, we prove it by induction on K. Assume that 
the lemma holds for p < K, and let S be a rc-obstruction and /Id K. Let 
CI E @i(S) n b. Since L, is a (< ic)-obstruction in G-S,, it follows from 
the inductive hypothesis that EG--S,[R,(Lu)] EL, This means that 
E[R,(L,)] ES, u L, = S,, 1 c S,. The lemma follows now from the fact 
that ECRI(Sp)I = U {ECR,(L,)I: a<B). I 

LEMMA 4.13. The set T(S) is tight in G- R2(S). Moreover, if K > N, 

then T(S,) is tight in G - R,(S,) for each o! < IC. 
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ProoJ: By induction on K and a. For ti 6 tJ, the lemma is obvious. So 
let K > K, . Assume that the lemma holds for any v < K and fl <a. Suppose 
that CI= fi+ 1. If CYE Bz(S) then T(S,)= T(SP) and R2(SI)z R2(SB) and 
hence the assertion follows by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 4.2. 

Assume that NE @i(S). Then L, is a (< k-)-obstruction in G-S,, and 
by the induction hypothesis on K, T(L,) is tight in G-S, - R,(Lp). 
Since E[R,(SB)] &Sp by Lemma 4.12, it follows that T(LB) is tight 
in G - (Sp\R,(SB)) - R,(L,) = G - R2(Sp) - T(SB). By the induction 
hypothesis on LX, T(SP) is tight in G-R,(S,) and hence, by Lemma 4.2, 
also in G - R2(Sa). Hence, by Lemma 4.4, T(S,) = T(SB) u T(L,) is tight in 
G- R,(S,). If CI is a limit ordinal then, by the inductive hypothesis on (x 
and Lemma 4.2, T(SB) is tight in G - R2(Sa) for each b < ~1, and hence, by 
Lemma 4.3, T(S,)=U {T(S,):P<a} is tight in G-R,(S,). [ 

Remark. It may easily be observed that the lemma holds (with the 
same proof, virtually) also when a third type of rung is allowed in the 
ladder, rungs L, which are tight in G - S,. 

COROLLARY 4.13a. Let F= M(S). rfz E R,(S) then E[l(z, F)] s T(S). If 
ti>KO and CI<K and zeR,(S,) then l(z,F)uE[l(z,F)]cS,. (In other 
words, I(R,(S,), F) u EC4R,(S,), F)l E S,.) 

ProoJ: We shall prove only the second part of the corollary, the first is 
proved in a similar manner. Let z E R,(S,). If u E l(z, F) then there exists an 
F-y-walk W= (x0= z, xi, . . . . q,,, = u) from z to 2~. We shall show by induc- 
tion on m that {v} u E(v) sS,. If VZ=O then x~=zER~(S,), and by 
Lemma 4.12 there holds E(z > c S,. Assume now that fy1> 1 and that the 
above assertion holds for k < m. Then since xzm _ , E E ( xIrn ~ 2 ) and by the 
induction hypothesis E (x2,+ 2) s S,, there holds x~,,- I E S,, and hence 
also v = F(xzm- 1) E S,. Suppose that there exists a vertex u E E ( V)\S,. By 
the induction hypothesis xzk E S, for each 0~ k <nz, and hence the path 
W * (a, U) is an M(S,)-n-walk. This contradicts, by Corollary 4.la(a), the 
fact that T(S,) is tight in G - R2(S1). u 

COROLLARY 4.13b. If S is K-structured, F = M(S), a < c and u E ((z, F) 
for some zeR,(S,) then Ens,. 

Proof. Let W be an F-y-walk from z to u. If v E E (u)\S, then the path 
W * (u, V) contradicts, by Corollary 4.la(a), the tightness of T(S,) in 
G - R,(S,). I 

LEMMA 4.14. Zf Y is tight and S is a k--obstruction in G- Y then 
N = Sv Y is a ti-obstruction in G. Moreover, the tower for N can be so 
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chosen that M(N) = M(S) u F, where F is a matching of Y; R,(N) = R,(S) 
and R,(N) = R2(S). 

The proof of this lemma, which is done by induction on K, follows 
closely the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [IS], and is therefore omitted. 

The following lemma is easily proved by induction on K. 

LEMMA 4.15. If S c XC V and A s V and S is a k--A-obstruction in G 
then S is a ti-(AnX)-obstruction in G[X]. 

LEMMA 4.16. Let B and X be subsets of V such that B u E[B] G X. If S 
is a k--B-obstruction in G[X] then it is a tc-B-obstruction in G. 

ProoJ: By induction on K. Consider first the case K d 8,. Let 
o(S) = (Z, T). Since S is an obstruction in GIXll there holds 
E[Z] n Xc T, but ZE B and E[B] E X, and thus E[Z] c T. Let us show 
that T is B-tight in G. If this is not the case, then there exists a matching H 
of Tn B in G such that s(H) # T. But since E[B] E X it follows that 
s(H) s 1, contrary to the assumption that T is B-tight in G[X]. 

Assume now that K > N, and let L = I(S) and @ = @i(S). For each CI E @ 
the set L, is a ( <K) - (B\S,)-obstruction in G[X] - S,. But E[B\S,] c X, 
and therefore, by the induction hypothesis, L, is a (<K) - (B\S,)- 
obstruction in G - S, . Thus S is a k--B-obstruction in G. 1 

LEMMA 4.17. (a) If K < K, and S is a K-obstruction then 
lR(S)l = IR,(S)I = K. 

(b) Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal and cd K. Let S be 
a k--structured c-tower and S= U 3. Then 1 R(S,)( < K for each a < i, 
IR(S)l <K if(<~, and IR(S)l <K ij"[=lc. 

ProoJ: Part (a) follows from the definition of a (<&,)-obstruction. 
To prove (b) assume that the lemma holds for all p E Yn JC. Then, 

for each u<i. IR(S,)l=C{IR(LB)I:P~a}=C(IR(LB)I:B~ds,(S,)}+ 
i@,(S,)l. Since K is regular and IQz(S,)I d 1x1 <IC it follows by the induc- 
tion hypothesis that 1 R(S,)I < K. If a = [ = JC the same formula as above 
yields IR(S,)l = /R(S)/ ,< K. l 

COROLLARY 4.17a. (a) If ti< N, and S is a u-obstruction then 
S(GCS1) < K. 

(b) If K is regular and uncountable, c<lc and s is a tc-structured 
c-tower and S = U s then S(G[S,]) < lcfor each CI < {, S(G[S]) < K if[ < IC, 
and6(G[S])<~ if [=K. 
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LEMMA 4.18. Let IC be a regular uncountable cardinal. Suppose that 
Yc X E V, p = 1 YI < IC, X\ Y is tight in G - Y, and N is a K-obstruction in 
G - X. Then Xv N is a u-obstruction in G. 

Proof. By Lemma 4.14 N’ = N u (X\ Y) is a ti-obstruction in G - Y. Let 
R be an obstructive x-tower in G - Y such that IJ m = N’, and let E = l(m). 
Let (va : a < p) be an enumeration of Y. Define a k--ladder L by L, = { y,} 
for a<~; Lcr+@- - KB for 19 < IC. Let S be the tower whose ladder is E, and 
S=U 3. Then @,(S)2{~+0: BE@,(N)}, and since @r(N) is stationary it 
easily follows that Q,(S) is stationary and hence S= Xu N is a rc-obstruc- 
tion in G. # 

LEMMA 4.19. Zf T is tight, Zn T= a, E[Z] c_ T, and 121 = ICE Y then 
T u Z is a rc-obstruction. 

ProoJ: For K 6 K, this is the definition of a rc-obstruction. Consider 
now the case K> K,. Let (2,: CI < K) be an enumeration of Z. Let 
L, = Tu {zO} and for each 1 < (3 < K let L, = {ze}. Then the K-tower S 
whose ladder is L is obstructive and U S= T u 2. 1 

COROLLARY 4.19a. Let T,, T, be tight sets and J2 a matching of T2, If 
K E T and IJZITI]\T1 / 3 K then T1 u T, contains a Ic-obstruction. 

Prooj Let T= T, u (T,\J,[T,]) and select a subset 2 of JZIT,]\T1 
such that IZI = K. By Lemma 4.11. T is tight and E[Z] c T, and hence 
Tu Z is a rc-obstruction, by Lemma 4.19. 1 

The following lemma follows easily from the definitions: 

LEMMA 4.20. If A is a subset of V then any u-A-obstruction is a 
u-obstruction. 

LEMMA 4.21. If S is a Ic-obstruction in G then 6(S) > IC (and hence also 
6(G) 3 u). 

Proox By induction on K. Consider first the case K Q N,. Let 
o(S) = (Z, T). Let F be any matching in G. Taking in Lemma 4.9 X= T 
and Y= @ we deduce JF[T]\TI ,< jT\s(F)I. Since E[Z] E T there holds 
F[Z] s T, and hence ZE (F[T]\T)u (Z\s(F)), and so IZI < IF[T]\TI + 
IZ\s(F)I. Putting these together, Is\s(F)I = IT\s(F)I + IZ\s(F)I 2 IZI = IC. 

Assume now that K > N,. Let F be a matching in G. Suppose that 
IS\s( F)I < IC. Then there exists a stationary subset @’ of @r(S) such that 
L, z s(F) for each c1 E @‘. By the induction hypothesis L, is not matchable 
in G, = G - S, for each o! E Q,(S), and hence for each o? E @’ there exists 
x,EL, such that F(x,)$S,. Let P=f(a) be the ordinal such that 
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E;(x,) E L,. The function f is then regressive (i.e., f(a) < a for every CI E @‘), 
and hence, by Fodor’s lemma, there exists an ordinal 6 <K and a 
stationary subset @” of @’ such that f(a) =6 for every CXE @“. Let 
X=T(S,+,) and Y=RZ(Sdtl). By Lemma 4.9, /F[X]\S( < 
I YI + IX\s(F)I. But F[X)\S? (x a: UE @“} and hence IF[X]\Sl 3 IC and 
/ Yl d 16 + I( < K. Hence [X\s(F)l 3 K, a contradiction. 1 

The following is Theorem 2 in [ 11. 

LEMMA 4.22. If 6(G) d K, and G is not Ic-obstructed then G is matchable. 

5. A LINK BETWEEN OBSTRUCTIONS AND A-OBSTRUCTIONS 

Although it is possible to do all we shall be doing in terms of “A-obstruc- 
tions,” it will be easier to deal only with “obstructions.” The link between 
the two which will enable us to restrict our attention to the latter is given 
in this section. We construct a graph GA by attaching to each vertex in 
I’\ A a “large” complete graph. This makes it easy to match every vertex in 
V\A. The main result of this section is very intuitive: GA is matchable if 
and only if A is matchable in G; and GA is K-obstructed if and only if G is 
K-A-obstructed. The proof of the second fact is very technical and demands 
deeper and more laborious analysis of the structure of obstructions than 
anywhere else in the paper. We shall have to discuss the notion of “strong 
obstructions,” which are obstructions free of any “redundant” tight part. 
The reader is advised in the first reading to skip the related proofs (i.e., all 
but the proofs of Lemmas 5.5, 5.6, and 5.10). 

Let K be an uncountable regular cardinal, and S an A-obstructive K- 

tower. We define d(S) = d(S) to be the set of sequences a = (a,, a2, . . . . tl,) 
of ordinals which satisfy the following: there exists a sequence 
S=S’zS’z ... zS”-‘1s” of subsets of Y such that u~E@,(,?‘) 
whenever 0 < i 6 n; S’= (Z(S’- l))oL, for each 0 < i< PI; and either 
cc,~@,(S”-‘) or: a,~@i(S”-‘) and S” is a ( <No)-obstruction in 
G- lJ {S{,+,z,<,j (remember that “Si,” means the ol,th term in the tower 
si, and that SJ is an obstructive tower such that U ?? = s’.) In the first case 
we say that 6 E dz(S), and in the second that E E ,Qe,(S). We write S” for S”. 
Clearly, 

s= u {S”: LiEd(S)) (5.1) 

and 

R,(S) = u {R,(S”): orEd~(S)}. (5.2) 

582b/44/1-7 
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For each s E S let E(s) be the sequence in d(S) such that s E Sacs). Let us 
note that d(S) is naturally ordered in the lexicographical order. Denoting 
this order by “ < ,” the statement “m(x) < z(v)” means, informally, that x 
appears before y in S. We write S, for U { Sa: DE d(S) and B < a>, and 
T(S,) for U (T(9): p E d(S) and a<&}, and define R,(S,) and R2(SB) 
similarly. 

LEMMA 5.1. T(S,) is tigh? in G- R,(S,)for each @E.&‘(S). 

The proof, which is very similar to the proof of Lemma 4.13, is done by 
induction on E. 

LEMMA 5.2 [12, Lemma 41. If T is tight, F is a matching qf T and 
Z n T = @ then k(Z, F) is tight. 

ProoJ Let H = F rk(Z, F). If k(Z, F) is not tight then, by Corollary 
4.la, there exists an H-walk P from some vertex v $ k(Z, F) such that either 
(a) y = ter(P) 4 k(Z, F) and IE(P)I > 1 or (b) P is infinite. Let u be the 
vertex connected to v in P. By Corollary 4.la(a), U$ h(Z, F). Hence 
w = F(u) E h(Z, F), and thus there exists an F-y-walk Q from some z E Z to 
w, Let r be the first vertex on Q which belongs to V(P). Assume, first, that 
P and Q traverse the edge [r, F(r)] in the same direction. The path QrP 
shows then, by Corollary 4.la(b), that P cannot be infinite, and hence is of 
type (a). By Corollary 4.la(a) it follows then that yes(F), in which case 
QrP shows that y E k(Z, F), contrary to assumption. If, on the other hand, 
P and Q traverse [r, F(r)] not in the same direction then the path QrP 
contradicts either the fact that u $ k(z, F) or the tightness of T, by Corollary 
4.la(a). 1 

COROLLARY 5.2a. Let K< tt,, let S be a K-obstruction in G, 
o(S) = (Z, T) and F= M(S),. Then m(Z, F) is a z-obstruction in G. 

ProoJ By the definition of k(Z, F) there holds E[Z] E k(Z, F) and 
hence by the lemma, m(Z, F) = Z u k(Z, F) is a K-obstruction in G. 1 

DEFINITION. Let S be a ( <&)-obstruction, let o(S) = (Z, T) and let 
F= M(S). We say that S is a strong obstruction if S = tn(Z, F). If K is 
regular and uncountable we say that a rc-obstruction S is strong if S” 
is a strong ( <&)-obstruction in G - S, for each E E &i(S). (Loosely 
speaking, an obsruction is strong if it contains no “redundant” tight part.) 
The tower S is called then strongly-obstructive and S = U S is called a 
strong K-obstruction. If G contains a strong K--obstruction it is said to be 
strongly K-obstructed. 
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LEMMA 5.3. If S is a strong Ic-obstruction and K> E3, then for every 
t E T(S) there exists r E R,(S) such that k(t) <a(r) and t E m(r, M(S)). 

Proof. Since S is a strong obstruction, there exists r E K,(S), such that 
t E m(r, M(S)). Let P be an M(S)-walk from r to t and assume for a con- 
tradiction that 6!(r) <i(t). Let u be the first point of P such that 
fl= g(u) 6 E(x) for all x E V(P), and let v be the first point of UP such that 
E(v) > D. If u = r put Q = Pu. If u # U, put Q = u’Pv, where (u’, U} is the last 
edge of Pu. In either case, the path Q shows that T(SD) is not tight in 
G\R,(S,) by Corollary 4.la(a), and this contradicts Lemma 5.1. 

LEMMA 5.4. If G is K-obstructed then it is strongly Ic-obstructed. 

Proof. We shall show, by induction on K, that if G contains a 
K-obstruction S then it contains a strong K-obstruction U. Moreover, it will 
be shown that U can be chosen so that 

R,(U) = R,(S)> &(U) = R,(S) (5.3) 

M( U) z M(S). (5.4) 

Assume first that K 6 K,. Let S be a K-obstruction, and let R,(S) =Z, 
M(S) = F. By Corollary 5.2a U = m(Z, F) is a ti-obstruction and is by 
definition strong, and satisfies (5.3) and (5.4). 

Consider now the case K> K,. Let S be a K-obstruction, and let 
M(S) = F, E= I(S), @i = <P,(S), ds, = @JS). We construct a K-tower U by 
defining the rungs N, of its ladder N. We shall require in the construction 
that N, is a strong obstruction in G- U, for each CI E @, , where 
U, = l.,, {Np: p < a}, and that 

Rl(Ncz) = R,W> RAN,) = MU 

~(NcJ~~(&+,) 

for every CI E Q1, and 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

N,=L, for each c1 E Q2. (5.7) 

Suppose that N, have been defined for each p < CI, so that the conditions 
(5.5)-(5.7) hold for /? < ~1. If CI E Q2 let N, = L,. Assume now that c( E Q1. 
Let X= U (T(ND): BE@,, p<a), and Y = T(S,)\X. By Lemma 4.13, 
T(S,) is tight in G-R,(S,). By the assumption that (5.6) holds for every 
b < a there holds s(F r Y) = Y. Hence we may apply Lemma 4.5 to conclude 
that Y is tight in G-R,(S,) -X. By the assumption that (5.5) holds for 
every p < CI such that p E (P,, it follows that U, 2 R,(S,) u X, and therefore 
Y is tight in G- U,. Since (5.5)-(5.7) hold for a <a, there holds 
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U, u Y = S,, and hence L, is a ( < Ic)-obstruction in G - U, - Y. By 
Lemma 4.14, N:, = L, u Y is a ( <K)-obstruction in G- U,, and by the 
same lemma we may assume that M(N:,) G M(L,) u F 1 Yr M(S,+ I) and 
R,(Nh) = R,(L,) and R,(N&) = R,(L,). By the induction hypothesis there 
exists a strong obstruction N, in G- U, such that R,(N,) = R,(Nh), 
R,(N,)=R,(Nz) and M(N,)sM(N@). Since N, is strong, there holds 
T(N,) =ka-s,(R,(N,), M(N,)), which is clearly contained in k(R,(U), 
M( 17)). Thus T(U) = U (Z-(NJ: cz < K} = k(R,(U), M(U)). 

From the fact that N, is strong for each a = @i it follows that U is 
strong. By the assumption that R,(N,)=R,(N&) for each ae@i it follows 
that R,(U) = U { R,(N,): a E @, ) = R,(S). Similarly, R2( U) = R*(S), and 
thus (5.3) holds. Statement (5.4) follows similarly. 1 

For each cardinal v and A c V form a graph G;4 = ( I’!, Ef ) as follows. 
For each x E Y\A choose a set W” = W”(G;1) so that W”’ n Wx2 = Qr 
whenever n, # x2, W”n V= (21, and 1 W”I = v for each XE V\A. Let 
W(G:‘)= IJ {W”: XE V\A) and for each XE V\A let W-‘= W’(Gf) = 
W”u{x}.Define P’$i=VuW(G:‘)andE$=EuU(@k I@:xEV\A). 
For v = max( ( VI, N,) we omit the subscript v and write GA = (VA, AA) for 
G:’ 

In other words, Gf is obtained by adjoining a copy of the complete 
graph r on v vertices to each vertex u in V\A, and joining u to all the ver- 
tices in K. This gives each u E V\A “space” for matching. We shall use the 
availability of this “space” to show that GA is matchable if and only if A is 
matchable in G (Corollary 5.5a) and that GA is E-obstructed if and only if 
G is Ic-A-obstructed (Lemma 5.9). This enables us to deal with obstructions 
instead of A-obstructions, and will simplify the arguments in later sections. 

LEMMA 5.5. 6(GA)=6(A). 

Proof. Let F be a matching in G such that JA\s(F)( =6(A). For each 
x E V\(A u S(F)) choose a matching H, of GA[ @I, and let 
Z=FulJ{H,: XE V\(AuS(F))}. Then V(G”)\s(Z)cA\s(F), and hence 
&GA) < I V(GA)\s(Z)l < IA\s(F)I = d(A). 

On the other hand, if H is a matching in GA such that 
iV(GA)\s(H)I =6(GA) then J= H PA is a matching in G which satisfies 
M\W)I d I UGA)\4f0 = 6(GA). I 

COROLLARY 5.5a. G is A-matchable if and only if GA is matchable. 

LEMMA 5.6. Let q be an infinite cardinal. A subset T of V is A-tight if 
and only if it is tight in G;;‘. 

Proof. Suppose that T is A-tight in G. Then T is matchable in G, and 
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hence also in GI;’ . Let M be any matching of T in G;I”. Since EG.$A] E V 
there holds M[Tn A] E V, and since T is A-tight there follows 
s(M r (T n A)) = T. Since M is a matching of T this implies s(M) = T. 

Conversely, suppose that T is tight in G ;;” . Since there exists a matching 
in Gt whose support is T, T is matchable in G. Let M be any matching of 
Tn A in G. Suppose that T\s(M) # 0. For each x E T\s(M) choose a 
vertex MI(X) E W”, and let I= Mu {[x, IV(X)]: XE T\s(M)}. Then I is a 
matching of T in G;I” and s(Z) # T, contradicting the assumption that T is 
tight in Gf . Hence T c s(M), and since T is tight in G;;’ there must hold 
T=s(M). 1 

LEMMA 5.7, If G is A-loose and A is matchable then for every x E V there 
exists a matching M of A\ {x> such that x 4 s(M). 

Proof. By Lemma 5.6 GA is loose and by Corollary 5.5a GA is 
matchable. By Lemma 4.8, GA - {x} is also matchable. The graph 
GA - {x} contains a subgraph isomorphic to (G - {xi)“’ c-Xi as the union 
of connected components, and hence this last graph is also matchable. By 
Corollary 5.5a this implies that A\jx) is matchable in G- (xl, which is 
the desired conclusion. m 

LEMMA 5.8. Zf q 3 X0 and S is a strong (d&)-obstruction in G;I” then S 
is contained in V and is an A-obstruction in G. 

Proof. Let o(S) = (2, T), F= M(S), W= W(Gf), &= @(G;;‘), and for 
each XE V\A let W”= W”(G,A) and p = IV(G;;‘). Let us first show, that 
Zc A. Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists an element z of Zn #X 
for some x E V\A. Since &.$Z] c Tit follows that W”\‘(z) E T, and hence 
Tn W” is infinite. But then there exists an infinite F-alternating path 
starting at z, contradicting Corollary 4.la(b). Next we show that Tz V. 
Suppose that there exists an element w of Wx n T for some x E V\A. Since 
S is strong there exists an F-walk P from some z E 2 to w. Since z q! W” the 
path P must pass through x. Thus P contains at least two vertices from 
w, and hence Pu is an F-y-walk for some vertex u E V(P) n I@. By 
Corollary 4.la(a) this implies that Tz W”. Hence P can be extended to an 
infinite F-alternating path, contradicting Corollary 4.la(b). 

By Lemma 5.6, T is A-tight, and since ZE A we have 
E[Z] =E,;[Z] E T, and thus S is an obstruction in G. 1 

LEMMA 5.9. GA is obstructed if and only if G is A-obstructed. 

Proof We first show, by induction on K, that if S is a K-A-obstruction 
in G then it is a rc-obstruction in GA. Consider the case fc < K,. Let 
o(S) = (Z, T). By Lemma 5.6, T is tight in GA. Since 2 E A there holds 
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EG~[Z] = E[Z] c T, and thus S is a h--obstruction in GA. Consider now 
the case K > &,. Let r(S) = L and @i(S) = @, If CI is any element of @ then 
L, is a (<K) - (A\S,)-obstruction in G - S,, and hence by the induction 
hypothesis, it is a ( <K)-obstruction in (G- S,)A\Sz. But (G- Sa)‘isa 
can be considered as a subgraph of GA-SS,, and E”[L,]\S,E 
V((G - S,)A\Su). Hence, by Lemma 4.15, L, is a ( <K-)-obstruction in 
G” - S,. Since this is true for every CI E Qi, S is a K-obstruction in GA. 

For the proof of the converse assume that GA contains a Ic-obstruction S. 
By Lemma 5.4 we may assume that S is strong. If K < N,, then Lemma 5.8 
yields the result. If K E T with K > N, , then let L = I(S). Let W= W(G”), 
I$‘= @(GA) and for each XE V\A let Wx= Wx(GA), J@‘= l@(G”). 

ASSERTION 1. L, is a (<Et,) - (A\S,)-obstruction in G-S, for each 
tie do. 

ProoJ: By induction on 6. (Note that the lexicographical order between 
the Cc’s is a well order.) Suppose that the assertion holds for all p< E 
(BE di(S)). Then LBs V for each such p, hence S, n Wz R2(Sa) u T(S,), 
and thus IS, n WI < K. Since v 3 K this implies that GA - S, contains as a 
spanned subgraph the graph (G - (S,\ W));“\“z, and hence by Lemma 4.15, 
L, is a (6 N,) - (A\,!?,)-obstruction in (G - (S,\ W))“\“f Since v 3 H,, and 
L, is strong the assertion follows for E by Lemma 5.8. 

From Assertion 1 there follows: 

Sn WE RJS) (5.8) 

and 
R,(S) c A. (5.9) 

Let k = (a,, . . . . a,) E -Oe,(S). There exist subsets N, = S, N, = (1(S)),,, 
N,, . . . . N, = L, of VA such that for each 0 6 i < II there holds LX~+ 1 E @,(Ni), 
Ni+1 is the CI ,+lth term in Z(N,) and is a pi+,-obstruction in 
GA - W I WjL,+, :j<i}, where p0=~>p1>p2> ..+ >P~. 

ASSERTION 2. Let O<k<n. Then N,n Visapk-(A\U{(Nj)g,+,:j<k})- 
obstruction in G-IJ {(Nj)s,,+,:j<k). 

Proojl By induction on ,U = pk. For /.L < K, this is given in Assertion 1. 
Suppose now that p > K, and that the assertion holds for /z < p. Since Nk 

is a p-obstruction in G” - U {(Nj)=,+,:j< k}, the set Q1(Nk)= {/I: there 
exists /I = (pi, . . . . Bm) E &r(S) such that m >k, pi= clj for a,<k and 
P k+ i =/I} is p-stationary. Let K= Z(Rk). For each /I E Q1(Nk) the set Kp is 
a ( <p)-obstruction in GA - U ((Ni)@,+, : 1 <j < k} - (Nk)B. By the induc- 
tion hypothesis K,n V is a (<p)-(A\(U {(Nj)a,+,: j<k} Us))- 
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obstruction in G - U { (Nj)a,+, :j< k} - (Nk)P. Define an order preserving 
function g: p + p as follows: g(6) is the least element [ of p\g[h] such that 
either 5 E @i(Nk) or K, c V. Also define I, = Kgfs, n I’. Clearly g-i([) 6 [ 
for each c~rgeg. By Fodor’s lemma the set ([E @i(Nk): g-‘(c) <[> is 
nonstationary, and hence @’ = (c E @r(Nk): g-‘(i) = l} is stationary. Let J 
be the p-tower whose ladder is 1 By the induction hypothesis for each 
5 E @’ the set I, is a ( <p) - (A\( U { (Nj)=,+, :j < k} u (N,)i))-obstruction in 
G-U WjL,+,:~<+WJ, and by the definition of the sets I, the latter 
is equal to G - U {(Nj)%,+, :j<k} -J,. Thus @i(J)? @‘, hence Q,(J) is 
stationary, and hence J is a p- (A\(U ((Nj),,+,:j< k}))-obstruction in 
G- U { (N,),+,:j< k}. By the definition of the sets I6 there holds 
J= fiJk n V, and thus the assertion is proved. 

Putting k = 0 in Assertion 2 yields Lemma 5.9. 0 

We conclude this chapter with another link between tightness and 
A-tightness: 

LEMMA 5.10. Suppose that A E S L V and E[A] c S and T E S. If T is 
A-tight in G[S] then it is tight in G. 

ProoJ: By the definition of “A-tight” T is matchable. Let J be any 
matching of T. Since E[A] G S there holds J[A n T] c S, and since T is 
A-tight in G[S] this implies s( J 1 (A n T)) = T. But since s(J) E T u J[ T] 
this is easily seen to imply that s(J) = T. 1 

6. A CRITERION FOR MATCHABILITY 

The main result of this paper is: 

THEOREM 6.1. A graph G is matchable if and only if it is unobstructed. 

Proof The necessity of the condition is given in Lemma 4.21. For the 
proof of its sufficiency, assume that G is unobstructed. We shall prove by 
induction on 1 that if 6(G) < ,? then G is matchable. We may clearly assume 
that 6(G) = 2. The proof will be by deriving a contradiction to an 
assumption that A> 0. If A 6 N, then G is matchable, by Lemma 4.22. So, 
assume that i > N,. 

Let N be a subset of V and F a matching in G such that INI = 2 and 
s(F) = UN. For each subset X of V let e, be an enumeration of X. 

The proof is divided into two cases: /z regular and singular. 

Case I. ;1 Is Regular 

We precede the proof by an informal description of its strategy. We shall 
construct a A-tower S by defining inductively the rungs of its ladder L. The 
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matching M(S) will be denoted by H and M(S,) by H, for each a < 1. Sup- 
posing that L, is defined for each fi < a and letting S, = U (L, : fl< a 1 and 
G, = G - S,, we choose L, to be (1) an obstruction in G, if such exists, (2) 
a maximal tight set in G, if G is unobstructed and contains a non-empty 
tight set, or (3) L, = {z} f or some z E I”$‘, if G, is unobstructed and loose. 
If case (3) occurs, we have freedom in the choice of z, and there lies our 
ability to control the construction of S. Denote the set of ordinals CI at 
which case (i) occurs by Ei, i= 1,2, 3. Since G is unobstructed, 8, is not 
stationary, and hence there exists a closed unbounded subset 0 of A such 
that 0 n E, = @. Up to this point the proof follows the proof of the infinite 
“marriage theorem” [S], and it is worthwhile describing the difference 
which arises at this point between the two proofs, wherein lies the main dif- 
ficulty in the present proof. In [S] the aim is to match not all of V, but 
only a subset A4 of V. There S is so defined that E[Mn S,] E S, for each 
c( < 1, and as a result there follows that if A > CY > /I then an obstruction (in 
the sense of [S]) in G[S,\S,] is also an obstruction in G - S, = G, . Since 
G, is unobstructed for BE 0 it follows that G[S,\S,] is unobstructed 
whenever p E 0 and CI > p; since it is easily shown that S(G[S,\S,]) < 1,, by 
the induction hypothesis there exists a matching of Mn (S,\SB) in 
G[S,\S,]. Thus the set 0 can be used to “slice” S, and match Mn S slice 
by slice, which is one step towards matching M. All this is impossible in 
our case, since it is not true that if G, is unobstructed and a> p then 
G[S,\S,] is unobstructed. 

To overcome this difficulty, we introduce the concept of popularity of 
a vertex v E S (a similar notion was used in [4].) A vertex v E S is popular 
if there exists a u-joined family of H-walks from v to /7 different rungs L,. 
A vertex u will be matched by one of three properties it may have: 

(a) vgs(H) or v~s(F\(&‘rS)), in which case we would like, if 
possible, to deline M(u) as H(u) or F(v), respectively. 

(b) v E S and E (v} z S, for some a < 1; in this case the induction 
hypothesis of the theorem will be applied in order to match zi. 

(c) UE S is popular. This property will be used last, after all 
matchings by (a) and (b) are done. Using the popularity of v and applying 
Lemma 4.8, space will be made for M(v) among the vertices already 
matched. 

In order to ensure that each vertex will satisfy at least one of the proper- 
ties (a), (b), or (c), we do the following. At the ath step of the construction 
we keep a list Y, of elements which will be joined later to S. Since we want 
each vertex not satisfying (a) to belong to S, we must add to Y, the set 
F[L,]\S,. We also keep record of elements for which, at the ath step, 
there is reason to suspect that they may not fulfill (a), and thus we should 
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strive for (b) or (c). These we divide into a set B, of vertices for which we 
try to obtain (c), and a set A, of those vertices for which it is known 
already at the ath step that they will fail to satisfy (c) and hence it is aimed 
to obtain property (b) for them. For a vertex v which belongs to B, for 
some /3 < 3, we construct v-joined Ha-walks (at steps CI E Z-8) from v to 
V’S,. The family of walks from v defined prior to the ath step is denoted 
by 9!?(v). If at some step CI it is impossible to add to .??Jv) an H,-walk from 
u to v\S, then E(v)\S,& ter[yE(u)], hence IE(v)\S,I ~1, and hence it 
is easy to satisfy (b) for v, by adding E (v )\S, to Y,. 

Finally, it remains to clarify which vertices should be included in 
A, u B,. First, there are the elements of R(S,), which clearly do not satisfy 
(a). We denote by QQl the vertices in S, for which it is known already at 
the clth step that they will not be popular. If u E R(S,) A QQ, then v will 
have to be matched by (b) to some vertex in E(v), and hence the 
possibility of matching any element v’ in H,[E(v)] by property (a) is 
jeopardized, and hence v’ should be added to A, u B, . If v’ E QQa the same 
argument applies upon replacing v by u’. Repeating this argument we see 
that A, u B, should include all terminal vertices of H,-y-walks from R(S,) 
in which every odd vertex belongs to QQ,. To these there is added a set 
Z,, having to do with the matching of popular vertices. 

We now return to the rigorous proof. 
Let E: A+ 2 x 1 be a fixed l-enumeration of 2 x a. By induction on a < 1 

we shall define subsets A,, B,, Z,, U,, J,, K,, Y, of I’, a ( < a)-structured 
subset L, of V, a function s,, an ordinal q(a) <i, and a z-joined family 
C?Jz) of d lcll odd paths for each ZE B,. 

Let a < i and suppose that all the above have been defined for 8 < tl. We 
write a, = lJ {AB: 0~ a}, etc. Denote by SM the tower whose ladder 
is I(s,)=(L,:8<ct), S,(= &)=U {L,:6<a}. Let G,=G-S,, H,= 
M( s,), R, = R(s=). 

An element z of S, is called a-popular if there exists a z-joined family of A 
Hz-walks from z to V\S,. 

We denote by PP, and QQE respectively the sets of a-popular and 
a-unpopular elements of S,. An H,-walk P= (x0, x1, . . . . x,) is a-proper if 
X2k E QQ, (0 < 2k < n). 

Let Z, = {X2k: 0 d 2k < ~1, where (x0, xi, . . . . x,) E YE(z) and z E km}. Also, 
let Rk = (R, u Z,) n QQ,. For each z E Rj define 

U,(z) = {x: there exists an E-proper Hz-y-walk from z to x>. 

A,(z) = U,(z) n QQ,, B,(z) = U,(z) n PP,. 

Km(z) = EII4z)l\&. 
Put u, = z, u u { U,(z): ZERO}, A,=U,nQQ,, B,=(U,uR,)nPP,, 
and Ku= U @A 1 z :zER:,} (=E[A,]\S,). Put Y,=(Nu&J~~\S,)UB,. 
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If Y, = fa or if 1 Y,l >/z put s, = @, cp(cr) =O. If O< 1 Y,/ <A, let 
s,: A+ Y, be a fixed J.-enumeration of Y, (a A-enumeration of a set Y is a 
functionf : I -+ Y such that ]f-‘(v)l =A for every YE Y,) and let q(a) be 
the least ordinal 4 such that e(t) = (p, y) E (M + 1) x ;1 and sa(y) E Y,. 

We consider four cases: 

(C,) Y,=@ or IY,l >A. Put LX=@, ~Jz)=&z) (zEB,). 

(C,) 0 < j Y, I d A and G, is obstructed. Let L, be an obstruction in 
G, and put 9Jz) = &z) (z E B,). 

(C,) 0 < j Y, I <A, G, is unobstructed and contains a nonempty tight 
set. Let L, be a maximal tight set in G,, and let 9!!(z) =&z) (z E B,). 

(C,) 0 < / Y, I < 2, G, is unobstructed and loose. In this case cp(~) = 5, 
where E( 0 = (fl, y) E (3 + 1) x 1 and we put z = ss(y ). Consider the following 
two subcases: 

(i) z$S,. Put L,= {i>, C?!(y)=@!(y) (DEB,). 

(ii) ZES,. Then ZEB,GPP,. Since l@?(z)1 <A and 
z E PP,, there is an H,-n-walk P, disjoint from 
V(@Jz))\{z}, from z to XE V\S,. 
Put L, = {xl, pa’,(z) = @Jz) u {P>, and 
%(Y)=&Y) (v~B,\(z}). 

Finally, in all cases, put 

J, = ~-cU\S,. 

Denote by Ei (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) the set of those a < i, for which case CI holds. 
Notice that pa(z) (z E B,) contains at most one more path than p%(z), so 
that the inductive assumption I pa(z)1 d lcll (U < A) is certainly satisfied. 

LEMMA 6.2. Let a < 1. and 17 E Rjl. There does not exist a family 9’ of 
Ha-walks from z to v\S, such that / 9 I = A and for every pair P,Q of 
distinct elements of .?J’ there holds 

(a) ter(P) # ter(Q) 
(b) there does not exist a vertex x E V(P) n V(Q) n PP, such that Px 

and Qx are H,-y-walks. 

Proof: Suppose that a family of paths as in the lemma exists. Since 
1” > Ho we may assume that all paths P E 9’ have the same length, n. Let 
0 <k < n be the greatest natural number such that there exists a vertex x 
and a subfamily $ of 9 such that l5!= 1 and x is the kth vertex on each 
Q E 9. Note that such k exists since for k = 0 the choice x = z and 9 = 9 
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will do. Let 2’= {Q E Z!: Qx is an HE-n-walk}. All paths in 2’ share the 
vertex H,(x) as the k + Ith vertex. Thus (2’(< %, since otherwise a contra- 
diction to the definition of k is reached. Replacing, if necessary, Z? by 3?\2’, 
we may therefore assume that Qx is an HE-y-walk for every Q E 2. By (b) 
in the lemma there holds x E QQ, (note that this is true also if x = z). 

We now construct by induction an iJ an H,-walk D, from x to V\S, for 
each 5 < 1. Let Q be any element of 2, and let D, = xQ. Let 0 < t </z and 
suppose that D, have been defined for each 0 < 5. Let J= U { V(D,): 
8 cl}. Suppose that for each QEZ? there holds: V(xQ)nJ# {xl. Then, 
since lJI <i, there exists y EJ\{x) such that, writing G3 = {Q ~2: 
y E V(xQ)}, there holds 191 = ,I. Since I> H,, there exists k < m < y1 such 
that, writing 9’ = (D E 2: y is the rnth vertex on D}, there holds 153’1 = 1. 
This contradicts the maximality of k. 

Thus there exists Q E Z? such that V(xQ) n J= {x}. Define D, = xQ. The 
set (IIs; < < A} thus defined is an x-joined family of 2 HE-walks from x to 
V\S,. This contradicts the fact that x E QQ,. 1 

LEMMA 6.3. (A) J&(z)\ <i wlzenever a < /1 and z E Rk. 

(B) IB,(z)l<~foreacha<~arzdz~R&. 

Proof. (A) Suppose that [K,(z)( > 1. For each v~K,(z) choose 
U= USA, such that VE E(u)\S,, choose an m-proper Hz-y-walk 
W(v) from z to U, and define P,, = W(v) * (u, v). The family {P,: u E K,(z)} 
yields a contradiction to Lemma 6.2. 

(B) Suppose that lB,(z)l 3 1. We construct inductively a sequence 
(Pi,: < < I-) of Ha-walks from z to V\S, as follows. Suppose that 4: < 1” and 
P, have been defined for all 8 < 5. Let J, = u { V(P,): 8 < c}. Since (J, ( < 1” 
there exists a vertex vg in B,(z)\Jt. By the definition of B,(z) there exists 
an a-proper B,-y-walk D, from z to vg. Since vg E B,(z) c PP, there exists 
an HE-walk Qc from vE to V\S, such that V(Qs-)n J, = @ and 
V(Qt) n V(D;) = {II<). Define: P, = D, * Q,. 

Let i < j< JL and suppose that there exists a vertex x different from z 
such that XE V(P,) n PP, and P,x is an H,-y-walk. Since i<j and 
x E V( Pi) n V(P,) it follows by the conditions on Q, that x $ V(Qj) and 
hence x E V(D,). Since Djx = P,x is an HE-y-walk and -0, is u-proper 
and x E PP, there must hold x = vj = ter(Dj). But x E V(P,) c J,, and this 
contradicts the assumption that vj $ Jj. 

We have thus shown that the family 9 = (PC: t < 2) satisfies properties 
whose impossibility was shown in Lemma 6.2, and a contradiction has 
been reached. 1 

Clearly from the definitions we have that 

H,cH,, QQ,cQQ,, Z,cZ,, R&ER; (a</?<Iz). (6.1) 
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LEMMA 6.4. B, n PP, c B, (a < /3 c A). 

Proof: Let VEB,~PP~. If VER,, then VER~~PP~SB~. If VEZ, 
then v E Z, n PP, by (6.1) and so v E B, . If v$ Z,, then v E B,(z) for some 
z E R& and there is an cc-proper H,-walk from z to u. But an cc-proper 
HE-walk is also a b-proper HP-walk by (6.1) and so v E B&z) (since 
VEPP~) and z~Rb. Thus VEB~. 1 

LEMMA 6.5. L, is a ( < /I)-obstruction in G, for each c1 E ,?, . 

Proof. Suppose that the lemma fails and let a be the least element of z1 
such that L, is a (>I”)-obstruction in G, . Then s, is a i-structured 
a-tower, and hence, by Lemma 4.17, 1 R(S,)I < 3,. Putting X= T(S,) and 
N= L, in Lemma 4.18 shows then that S, + i = S, u L, is an obstruction in 
G, contrary to the assumption that G is unobstructed. 1 

Lemma 6.5 implies that 3 is a A-structured i-tower. Therefore, by 
Lemma 4.17, /R, I< A for each a < J,. 

LEMMA 6.6. IB, 1, lR;l ~1, (a<i). 

ProoJ By induction on CI. Let M < 1. By the induction hypothesis and 
the fact that l???(z)l < Ial for ZE B,, it follows that IZ,I < 1, and hence 
I RL I < i. Suppose I B, I 3 A. Since B, = PP, n [Z, u U { B,(z): z E R:} u R,] 
it follows that lB,(z)l 3 ,l for some z E R&, which is false by Lemma 
6.3(B). 1 

COROLLARY 6.6a. I Z, / < /z (K < 1). 

COROLLARY 6.6b. jK, / < 2 (U < A). 

Proof By Lemma 6.3(A). 1 

LEMMA 6.7. IJ,l<,J (a-cl). 

ProoJ: Let X= T(S,+,), W= R,+l. By Lemma 4.13, X is tight in 
G- W. Since J=F[L,] z (F[X]\(Xu W)) uF[ W] and I WI <A., it 
follows by Lemma 4.8 that 

COROLLARY 6.7a. IY,l 62. 

LEMMA 6.8. &,=@. 

ProoJ Suppose 01 E & for some x < 1. Then Y, = @ by Corollary 6.7a, 
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and so N&S,. Also Y,cS, and so F[S,]=U {F[LB]: /?<a}cjUzS1. 
Thus F is a matching of V\S, and Fu H, is a matching of V\R,. Since 
1 R, 1 < 1,, this contradicts the assumption that 6(G) = 1. 1 

LEMMA 6.9. If a E Z2, then a + 1 E & _ 

ProoJ Since CI E E,, L, is a maximal tight set in G,. Therefore, by 
Corollary 4.4a, G,, I = G&-L, is loose so a+l$Ez. If a+l~Z,, then 
L %+ 1 is an obstruction in G,, i and hence L, u L, + i is an obstruction in 
G, contrary to the assumption that c( E El. Thus CI E 8, by Lemma 6.8. 1 

LEMMA 6.10. 8, is not A-stationary. 

ProoJ: Suppose that Z, is stationary. We shall exhibit then a I-obstruc- 
tion in G. In order to do this we have to “get rid” of the rungs L, for 
ME” -27 and this is done by pushing each such rung “upwards,” to join the 
next rung L,, where PIE Zi. Formally, this is done as follows. Let g: 
22 -i El be defined by: g(r) = min(&,\l). We define a A-tower D by detin- 
ing inductively the rungs D, of its ladder D. Along with D, we define the 
value f(a) of a function f: 1-+ 1*. Let f (0) = min(Ei u Es). Suppose that 
f(P) have been defined for all p < ~1. Let %(a) = sup { f (fl) -!- 1: /I < U} and 
f(cz) = min((E”, u E3)\f(~)). If f(a) E Z3 let D, = Lfczj. If f(a) E El, let 
C,=U {Lp:P~gpl(f(a))}, D,=Lfc,,uC,. By the rernark following 
Lemma 4.13, for each fi~g-’ (f(a)), L, is tight in G- R2(Sp) and hence 
in G- R,(S,) by Lemma 4.2. Therefore, by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.2, C, is tight 
in G - R,(S,) and hence tight in G - U,, where U, = S,-(,,\C,. Since Lfc,, 
is a ( <i)-obstruction in G\S/(,, = ( G- U) - C,, it follows that D, in an 
obstruction in G - U, by Lemma 4.14. 

By the above V is a A-structured tower and @i(U) zf ~’ [Ei 1. Clearly 
f-'(a) d CI for each a E Z1 u Zj, and since f-i is injective the set 
{ aEEl:fpl(a)<a} is nonstationary by Fodor’s Lemma. Hence 
Y= (a EE1:f -‘(a) =cI} is stationary. Since Ql(U) 2 Y it follows that 
@i(U) is stationary, and hence U is an obstruction. 

LEMMA 6.11. I& 1 =R. 

Proof: By Lemma 6.10, sup(A\E”,) = 1, and so in\E”, 1 = AU, which, by 
Lemma 6.8, means that 18, u E3 ( = /2. Moreover IE3 / 3 lZ2 I by Lemma 6.9. 
Hence IEj 1=,X. 1 

LEMMA~.~~. Let 6,<,? andyEnbo~S<i. Y,. Then /{~EE~:E((P(cI))= 
(P, Y) andsp(Y)=yll =A. 

Proqf: Let 6, d q, < 1,. Since s60 is a A-enumeration of Y,, by Corollary 
6.7a and Lemma 6.8, it follows that there is r < I such that [> q(p) for 
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every /3<ua, and ~(5) = (6,, q) and s,,,(q) =y. Suppose that, for each 
a~E-,\q, we have sa(r) fy, where &(~(a)) = (fi, y). Since YE Y,, it follows 
from the definition of q(a) that cp(cc) < 5. But this is a contradiction since 
IE,I=1 and q is l-l. 1 

COROLLARY 6.12a. NG S= U (S,: cccl}, F[S] G S, @A,] c S(a < II). 

Proof: Suppose that XE Nu F[S] uE[A,]\S. Then there is 6,<i 
such that XE ndoGs<;, Y, and XES by Lemma 6.12 and case (C,)(i). 1 

We have shown that the tower 3 with ladder (L,: CI < 1) is a i-structured 
tower of height A. Let H = U (H, : !I < /2} = M(S). An element z of S is 
called popular if there exists a z-joined family of H-walks from z to 3. 
different rungs L, of L. Let PP be the set of popular elements of 3, 
QQ=S\PP. Let R=R(S), Z=u {Z,:c1<1,}, and R’=(RuZ)nQQ, 
and let 

U = { ter(P): P is a proper H-y-walk from R’ >. 

(A path (x O, . . . . xn) is proper if xzx- E QQ (0 6 2k < n).) 
Put A=UnQQ, B=U(B 1: a < A} n PP, Y(a) = u {g%(a): a < A> 

(a E B). 

LEMMA 6.13. h~Bifandonly ifbEn,Ga,i,Ba,forsome y<A. 

ProojI Suppose b E B. Then b E B, for some y <E,. Since b E PP, it 
follows that b E PP, for y < LX < A and so b E B, (y <m < 1.) by Lemma 6.4. 

Now suppose that b E B, for y 6 LX < 1. By Lemma 6.12, it follows that 
there is @GC~, I@/=I. such that, if ME @ and E(~(cI)) = (p, y), then 
sa(y) = b. For each cc E @\(y + l), by Case (C,) (ii) there is an H-n-walk 
P, E 9?%(b) from b to L,. The family {P,: a E @\(y + l)} is b-joined and so 
bEPP. 1 

COROLLARY 6.13a. IfbEBnB, then Iu (,!??z(b): y<cc-c,l)l=~. 

LEMMA 6.14. A= u (A,: E-CA}. 

Prooj Clearly A, s A (a < A). Suppose a E A. Then there is a proper 
H-y-walk P = (x,, . . . . xzm ) from R’ to a. Since q, E R’ = (R u Z) n QQ, 
there is some 8 < 1. such that x0 E R’, = (R, u Z,) n QQO. k (0 d k d m), that 
there is some 6(k) < J. such that xZli~ QQs,,, . Suppose this holds for 
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0 < y1 <k. Let 6 = max((y} u (6(n): 0 6 n <k}). Thus Px,, is a a-proper 
Ha-walk. It follows that xzk E U, for 6 < /3 < A. Suppose that xzk $! QQp for 
every 6 < p < 1. Then x2k E B, for 6 6 fl< 1 and so xzk E PP by Lemma 6.13. 
But this is a contradiction since xzk E QQ. Hence there is some 6(k) < 1% 
such that xzk E QQb,,, . Putting a = max( {y > u {6(k): k Q m) ), we see that 
aEA,. 1 

COROLLARY 6.14a. E[A] z S. 

ProoJ By Lemma 6.14 and Corollary 6.12a. 

By Lemma 6.10 there exists a closed unbounded subset 8 of 1 such that 
OnZ”,= 4, which implies that 0 c Ez u 3, by Lemma 6.8. Since G is 
unobstructed, 0 $ Ei, and hence we may assume that 0 E 0. 

For each s E S let 0(s) = min{ B E 0: s E S,> and for each subset C of S let 
d*(C) = sup 0[ C]. We construct an ascending continuous function f: A + 0 
and subsets A” of S for any a < I*, as follows. Let f(0) = 0. If c( is a limit 
ordinal and f(t) has been defined for 5 < M. let (f(a)) = supf[a]. Let now 
f(x) be delined for some cx < A. 

By induction on k we now define an ordinal pk E 0 and a subset dk of V 
for each 0 <k < o. Let p0 = min(0 E 0: 8 >f(cr)}. Let k < w and assume 
that Pk is defined. Let i?k = R’ n (S,,\Sf(a,), &k = Hpk\Hrcm, , and for each 
z E & define ok(z) = { ter(P): P is an &,-y-walk from z in Grc,, which is 
proper as an H-walk.}, Ak(z) = ok(z) n QQ. Let Ak = U (A,(z): z E ffk}. 
Clearly ak G A, and hence, by Corollary 6.14a E[ak] E S. Define 
Pk+ I =maxbk, e*(EITAkl u 2k)}. 

The following two lemmas closely resemble Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. Unfor- 
tunately, the latter cannot be used here directly, since the two sequences of 
lemmas concern different objects (Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 concern objects 
which were defined in the inductive construction of s, whereas the next 
lemmas concern objects defined after s has been constructed). 

LEMMA 6.15. Let ZE R’. There does not exist a family 9 of 1 H-walks 
from z such that for any pair P, Q of distinct elements of 9 there holds: 

(a) if ter(P) E L, and ter(Q) E L, then CI # p. 
(b) there does not exist a vertex x E V(P) C-I V(Q) A PP such that Px 

and Qx are H-y-walks. 

Proof: The proof follows closely the proof of Lemma 6.2., so we give 
here an outline of it and refer the reader there for details. 
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Suppose that a family .Y as in the lemma exists. We may assume that all 
members of 9 have constant length n. We take k <n to be maximal such 
that for some subfamily 9 of 9 and x E V there holds: (91 = J. and x is the 
kth vertex on each Q E 3. We may assume that k is even, i.e., all paths in 9 
are H-y-walks. By (b) XE QQ. By the maximality property of k it is 
possible to define now an x-joined sequence (QS : 5 < 2) of members of 9, 
which, by (b), contradicts the fact that XE QQ. 

LEMMA 6.16. pk < 1 for each k < CO. 

ProoJ: Let ZE A, n QQ. Suppose that O*(E[A,(z)]) = %. We define a 
sequence (Pe : r < 2) of paths in the following way. Let 5: < 2 and suppose 
that P, have been defined for cp <l. Let O=max(O*({ter(P,): 
cp< t}), px-}. Since by our assumption O*(E[A,(z)])=1, there exist ver- 
tices a E Ak(z) and v E E(a)\S,. Let W be a proper ii,-y-walk (i.e., proper 
as an H-walk) from z to a, and define P, = W*(a, v). It is easy to see that 
the family {P;: t < n} of paths defined in this way satisfies the properties 
forbidden by Lemma 6.15. 

It follows that O*(E[A,(z)]) < il for each z E i?, n QQ. By Lemma 4.17, 
I&n QQl <A, and hence the lemma follows by the definition of the 
ordinals px-. 1 

Now define f(a+l)=sup{p,:k<w). Thus f(a+l)~O since 0 is 
closed and Pk E 0 (k < w). Also, we define A” = u { iik: k < CO>. 

put V” = S.f(x+ l)\Sf(Z)’ R” = (R’ u Z) n V. H” = Hfc,+ l,\H,,C,,. Thus 
H’=U {Hg:k<w} and 

A” = {ter(P): P is a proper Hz-y-walk from R”} n QQ G v”. 

Also, from the definition of the ordinals pk, E[A;] c S,,,, and so 

Ee,[A”] c I’“, (6.2) 

where z‘, = G\S/,,,. 
We now construct the desired matching of G. Since N c S and F[ S] c S 

by Corollary 6.12a, it follows that F r( V\S) is a matching of G - S. 
Therefore, it will be enough to show that G[S] is matchable. For this pur- 
pose, we shall inductively define for 1(3 < 1, an ordinal tB < 1, a path P, 
(possibly empty), and a matching M,. 
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Put z,, = 0 and for limit /I put rp = sup{ri: c < /I}. Now assume that 
O</? <I and that z+il has been defined and also P, and M, for i< 0. 
We make the inductive assumption that for 5 < fl, zg < rg + r, and MC is a 
matching in G[Ls], where L5 = Sf(rr+lj\Sf(rij, such that 

p4,LqH rL5)l-c a (6.3) 

D,sB, ID,1 c.4 (6.4) 

where D, = (Lr\s(M,))\V(Pc) is the set of elements of Lc not matched at 
the jth stage. We also assume that for [<p, either the path P, is empty or 
that P, # @ and X, = {ter(P[)} E Ls and V(P,)\X, E Sffrif. If P, = 0 we 
put x, = 0. 

We have y =f(rp) E 0 z E2 u E3. If YE& put j=y+l and if YE& 
put y=y. Thus 1/eE3 by Lemma 6.9. Put fi,=u (M,:&/I}, 
fi,=U (&i<P}, W,=U {V(P,): i<p), and J,=(MpnH)u 
w r V,\L,)). 

If D, E W,, put rp+, = rg+ 1, P, = X, = 0. Suppose fiO g Wp . Then 
there is a least ordinal p < /I such that D, & W, and we choose 
z E D,\Wp . By (6.4) and Corollary 6.13a, z E B and /g(z)/ = /2. By (6.3) 
and the fact that 1 u { V(P(): c < fi} 1 < i, it follows that there is Pb E 9(z) 
such that V(Pb)nV(P,)=@ ([<B), and E(Pb)n(&pA~YrS,)=@ and 
ter(Pb) $ S,. Let x be the first point on Pb not in S,. Put P,= Pbx, 
X, = (x}. Note that, since Pb E p(z), Pb is an H-n-walk from z. Therefore, 
since E( Pb) n ( &/3 n H r S,) = 0, it follows that P, is a Jp-n-walk from z to 
x. We now define zp+ i to be the least ordinal z such that x E S/,,, . 

Put 6 =f(rp+ I ), Lp = S6\S,, Lp = S,\S,, and Ep = Ep\Xp. Let 
G, = G[Ep], G, = G[Lp]. Let Y, = En Lp. Note that, if P, # 0 and 
H[X,] # 0, then P,# Pb since by Case (C,) (ii), ter(Pb) E L, for some 
tx E E3 and so H[ter(Pb)] = 0. Therefore, since Pb is an H-walk, it 
follows that H(x) E V(Pb), where x = ter(P,). Thus H(x) E 2, G 2, since 
z = in(Pb)Eb6. Thus, either H(x) is popular or H(x) is unpopular and 
belongs to Y,,. 

We pause here for some verbal explanation. At the Pth step we want to 
construct a matching M, in the “layer” Lp and also to “make room” in Lp 
which will enable us to match one additional point z (if there is one) which 
was not matched at earlier stages. The element z will be matched by using 
alternate edges of the odd length path P,. Thus we must construct M, so 
that x = ter( Pp) I$ s(M~). Also, we must ensure that D, = LB\s(Mp)\X, con- 
tains only popular points in B. Thus we shall construct M, by first ensur- 
ing that the set of unpopular problematic elements Y, is contained in 
efp). 

Let Y = {ter(P): P is a proper Rp-y-walk from Y,} n QQ, where 

%?Zb/44/1-8 
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gB = H lzfl. Note that 
YcU {Am:Tp<a<tp+, 

y,=u{R’nV”:z/,,(~~<~~+~j and so 
}. It follows from (6.2) that 

EG,[ Y] s L”, 

where G, = G\S,. 
Since G, is unobstructed it is not Y-obstructed by Lemma 4.20 and so, 

by (6.5) and Lemma 4.16, G, is not Y-obstructed. By Lemma 6.5, s(G,) < 1, 
and so s(G,Y) < /z by Lemma 5.5. Also Gi is unobstructed by Lemma 5.9. 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, Gi is matchable and hence, by 
Corollary 5.5a, Y is matchable in G,. Also, since Jim z3, the graph G, is 
loose and so, by (6.5) and Lemma 5.l$, G, is Y-loose. By Lemma 5.7, 
it follows that r\XD is matchable in G,. Let Z be a matching of r\XD 
in G,. 

For i-co define Yiti =H[Z[Y,]]nQQ. Thus Y,s Y*=U (Y,:i<a,) 
EY. Let Z*=ZrY*. Put H’=Hr(s(Z*)uXD), Mp=Z*u(H~LP\H’), and 
D, = (Lp\s(Mp))\X,. Note that, since Z* is a matching in g-S, it follows 
that 

x, n s(M/J = 0. (6.6) 

We must check that the inductive hypotheses (6.3) and (6.4) holds. 

LEMMA6.17. D,GB, ID,\ <r?. 

ProoJ: Let de D,. Then d$s(Z*)u X, and d$s(H\H’). Thus, either 
d$s(H) or des(H’). If d$s(H), then dERnPP (since d$ Y,=R’nL/‘) 
and hence d E B. Suppose that d E s(H’). Then H(d) E s(P) u X,. Suppose 
H(d) ES(Z*), then there is a path (x,, x , , . . . . .xZnl) with x0 E Y,, xzrn = d, 
zhk)=Xx+l (k<m), H(xN+I)=x~+~ (h- < m), and xzk E QQ (k cm). If 
de QQ, then dE Y, cs(Z*), contrary to the fact that ds D,. Hence dg PP. 
Now, by Lemma 6.14, it follows that there is some a < J such that xlk E A, 
(k<m) and so dc B,. Thus dE B. Now suppose that H(d)E X,. Then 
d= H(x). By our earlier remark, since Y, E s(Z* ) u X, and d $ s(Z*) u X,, 
we have d = H(x) $ Y, and so d is popular and z E Z,. Thus in any case it 
follows that d E B. This shows that D, G B. 

We now show that ID,1 <A. Notice first that, if y= y + 1, then 
H r L, c M, and so L, E s(Mp). Thus S,\S, c s(M,). It follows that 
D, = ,?\s( MB)\XB E (LB\s( H)) u s( H’). But ,?\s( H) = LB n R has car- 
dinality less than 1. Also, 1 Y,l < 2 by Lemma 6.6 and so, by induction on k, 
) YJ < 1 (k < o) and hence Is(Z*) u X,1 < 1. It follows that Is( < A and 
so ID,/ <A. 1 
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LEMMA 6.18. IM,A rLPl ~1. 

ProojY M,A H rLD & I* v H’, and we already showed that lI*l, IH’ < A 
in the proof of Lemma 6.17. 1 

Lemmas 6.17 and 6.18 justify the inductive assumption that (6.3) and 
(6.4) hold for i </I. 

LEMMA 6.19. u (Dfi: /? < A> c U ( V(P,): /3 < A>. 

Proof Suppose ZE D, for some p < A and suppose that 
z$ U{ V(PB): /I <A}. Then for /I> p, we must have P, # @ and 
in(P,) E U (D,,: a < p>. But this is impossible since the paths P, are 
pairwise disjoint and I lJ (D,: n < p} I < 1 by Lemma 6.17. 4 

Put M=U {Ml,:j<l.}, Y=lJ (PB:p<A}. By our construction each 
P E $!Y is an M-n-walk by (6.6) and ter(P) $ s(M). Thus MAE[.!?] is a 
matching in GCS]. In fact, by Lemma 6.19, we have S=s(MAE[g]) so 
that MAE[9] is actually a perfect matching of G[S]. Thus 
(MAE[9]) u F r(V\S) is a matching of G, and this contradicts the 
assumption that 6(G) = I > 0. 

Case II. J. is singular 

LEMMA 6.20. If D is an unobstructed graph and Sr V(D) satisfies 
6( D [S] ) < A then S is matchable in D. 

Proof. By Lemma 5.5, S(D’) < S(D[S]) < A. By Lemma 4.20, D is not 
S-obstructed, and hence, by Lemma 5.9, Ds is unobstructed. By the induc- 
tion hypothesis Ds is matchable, and hence, by Corollary 5.5a S is 
matchable in D. 1 

LEMMA 6.21. Let C be a graph and T a tight set in C. Let N, < K < 3, and 
suppose that C is ( > tc)-unobstructed and C - T is unobstructed. Then C is 
unobstructed. 

Proof: Suppose that there exists a p-obstruction S in C. Since C is 
(> K)-unobstructed, p < K. Let R = R(S), T’ = T(S), r = M(S), and let 1 be 
a matching of T. Let B be the graph (V(C), Iv I’). Let ?? be the set of all 
paths in B starting at R, and let Z= V[Y] u R. 

By Lemma 4.17, [R[<K, and hence also IZldrc. Define: D=C-Z, 
T, = T\Z, T2 = T’\Z, J, = I r T, , and J2 = I’ r T2. By the definition of Z, if 
zEZthenI(z)sZandZ’(z)EZ.Hence 

4IT,l= T, (6.7) 
Z’[Tz] = T,. (6.8) 
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Since 22 R and T’ is tight in C- R it follows by (6.8) and Lemma 4.5 
that T2 is tight in D. Similarly, by (6.7) and Lemma 4.5 T, is tight in D. Let 
U=J,[T,]\T,. If IUI>K then D=C-Z is (>lc)-obstructed, by 
Corollary 4.19a. But since IZI d K this would imply, by Lemma 4.18, that C 
is ( > rc)-obstructed, contrary to our assumption. Thus I UI < K. 

We can write: S\T=(R\T)w Uus(J,(‘(T’\(Tw U)u((T’nZ)\T))). 
Since I Uu (R\T)I d ti < A it follows that G(C[S\T]) < ;1. By Lemma 6.20 
this and the fact that C- T is unobstructed imply that S\T is matchable in 
C-T. Let K be a matching of S\T in C-T. Then (Ii’SnT)uK is 
a matching of S in C, contradicting the fact that S is an obstruction, by 
Lemma 4.21. 1 

Remark. Lemma 6.21 is a very circuitous way around proving the 
statement that for any subset W of V(C) if both C[ W] and C- W are 
unobstructed then C is unobstructed. This statement folows easily from 
Theorem 6.1, but seems difficult to prove directly. Compare with the direct 
proof in [ 1 ] of the fact that if C[ W] and C - W are ( d&)-unobstructed 
then C is ( <X,)-unobstructed. 

The main step in the proof of Case II is: 

LEMMA 6.22. If G is an unobstructed graph, Xc V(G) and IX/ = v < A. 
then there exists a set X’ such that XC X’& V(G), IX’ dmax(v, tt,), G[X’] 
is matchable, and G - X’ is unobstructed. 

ProoJ In its first part, the proof follows closely the proof of Case I. 
Hence we describe this part in broad lines, omitting details. 

Let K = max(K,, v). We construct a K + -tower S by defining inductively 
the rungs of its ladder L. Let a < K+ and suppose that L,, have been defined 
for all 8<rx. Let S,=lJ{S,:Q<a} and G,=G-S,. We choose L, by 
considering the following cases: 

(C,) If G, is obstructed let L, be any obstruction in G, . 
(C,) If G, is unobstructed and not loose, choose L, as a maximal 

tight set in G,. 
(C,) If G, is unobstructed and loose, let L,= (z> for some 

appropriately chosen (in a sense explained below) element z = z, of V\S,. 

By the same proof as for Lemma 6.5 we see that in case (C,) the rung L, 
is a ( <K)-obstruction in G,. From the assumption that 6(G) = I > K, it 
follows by Lemma 4.17 that S, # V for every a < K+, and hence in case 
(C,) the choice of z is possible. Let H= M(S), and for each c1< K+ let 
H, = H YS,. Let PP be the set of S-popular vertices. For i = 1, 2, 3 let 
,Yi= {a: case (C,) occurs at tx}. Since G is unobstructed 6, is not IC+- 
stationary, and hence there exists a closed unbounded subset 0 of K+ such 
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that 0 n Ei = 0. As in the proof of Case I (“a regular”) one shows that 
p:ll =Ic+. This makes it possible to construct the sets A, A,, and B, with 
the same properties as in case I, and the families Y(z) of H-n-walks for 
z E B. We are also able to see to it that XE S, by inserting, if necessary, 
elements from X in rungs L, for cL E Z3. Next construct the continuous 
function f: K + -+ 0, “slicing” S so that, denoting V” = S,,, + ,,\S,,,, and 
A” = A n v”, there holds: Ec,sfl,, [A”] E V’. Construct now a continuous 
sequence rp, and match the layers Lp = S’(rr+,j\S~(raJ, leaving at each step a 
set DB of size at most K unmatched, all of whose elements belong to B. This 
can be done so that, denoting the matching of L” by M”, there holds 

The first term of the sequence, zO, can be chosen so that Sflroj 2 X. The 
elements of Dp are taken care of by the paths in the families p(z). At the 
Pth step an H-walk P, E g(z) is chosen with z = in(P,) E DC for some [ < fi, 
and this walk will be used to match z. Since jDB[ <IC for each /I < JC+, the 
order in which the elements of Dp are taken care of can be so chosen that 
after at most K steps all these elements are matched. That is, there exists an 
ordinal $<K+ such that Ur+DDS=(in(Pr): [<$}, and tJ(V(P,): 
i-+wh,,. Let x=f(z$). By our construction G[S,] has a perfect 
matching J. By (6.9) it is possible to choose J so that 

IJWW,)I Gx (6.10) 

Let X’=s(HrX)us(Jn(HrS,)). Note that s(JrX’)-X’. By (6.10) 
IX’/ <IC. Let C=G-X’. Note that s(JrX’)=X’ so that JrTis a perfect 
matching of T = S,\X’. By lemma 4.13, T(S,) is tight in G - R(S,) and 
therefore, since X’Z R(S,), it follows by Lemma 4.5 that T is tight in 
C = G-X’. Since x E 0 the graph G, = C- T is unobstructed. Since G 
is unobstructed and Ix’1 d K it follows by Lemma 4.18 that C is 
(> K)-unobstructed. Thus we may apply Lemma 6.21 to conclude that 
C is unobstructed, completing the proof of the lemma. [ 

Lemma 6.22 is the only tool needed to complete the proof of Case II. 
This stage of the proof closely resembles a corresponding stage in the proof 
of Theorem 5.1 in [S] (and both proofs follow the proof of Shelah’s com- 
pactness theorem for singular cardinals [ 111). Let F be a matching in G 
such that N= V\s(F) satisfies INI = 1. Since I is singular, we can write 
/z = sup{rc,: a <p}, where p=cf(A)< 2, and we may assume that the 
sequence (K,: c1< p) is continuous and ascending, and that rc, > p for every 
cc<p. Let N=U{N,:cl<pl, where IA’,I=K~. 

DEFINITION. An admissible sequence is a nondescending sequence 
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(V,: CI <cl) of subsets of V such that 1 V, j < K, and G - V, is unobstructed 
for each cx <p. 

LEMMA 6.23. Let (V,: I <p) be an admissible sequence. For each a <p 
let W, be a subset of V such that / W,l < K,. Then there exists an admissible 
sequence (U,: CI < p) such that V, v W, c U, and G[ U,] - V, is matchable 
for each CI < p. 

ProoJ: Suppose that a < p, that U, is defined for all 0 < CI, and that 
Iu,I G Kc+, V, u W, Y& UO, G- Ue is unobstructed, and G[ U,] - V, is 
matchable for every 8 < CC. Let X= W, u U ( U,: 0 < r >\V%. Lemma 6.22, 
applied to G - V,, yields the existence of a subset x’ of v\V, such that 
X’ 1 X, /X’I d K,, (G - V,)[xl] is matchable and G - V, -x’ is unobstruc- 
ted. Let U, = V, u x’. This defines U, inductively, and by the inductive 
definition ( U,:CI < cl) is an admissible sequence, V, u W, & U, and 
x’ = U,\V, is matchable. 

We now define, by induction on k, an admissible sequence (V’; :LX < p), 
k < o. Along with Vt we choose an enumeration et of V: for each a <p and 
k>O, and a matching Z: of G[Vt\V:-‘1 for cr<p and k>l. Let 
e = ez = CD for each CI < p. Suppose now that k 3 1 and that Vi, e’,, and Pi 
for all 0 <j< k and 1 <i< k. By Lemma 6.23 there is an admissible 
sequence ( Vt : M < p) such that G[ Vt] - Vt- l is matchable, and 

V’;~(FUZ’~;;)[V;~‘]UU {e;-‘[~.]:B<yjuN,. (6.11) 

Let Zk be any matching of G[ Vi] - Vz- ’ and let e: be any enumeration 
of v$ 

Foreachcr<plet V,=U {Vi:k<w) andZ,=U {Z::k<aj.ThenZ,is 
a matching of G[V,]. Let Z=lJ {V,:cl<p} and Z=U {Z,:cc<pFL). By 
(6.11) it is easily seen that for each a < u there holds 

and 

By (6.13) there holds 

and, by (6.12), 

I,+,[IVJ s vrx (6.12) 

F[ V,] E VE. (6.13) 

F[Z] s Z, (6.14) 

is a matching of G[ V,+,\V,]. (6.15) 
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Let (x < p be a limit ordinal. If v E V, then u E I’; for some k < CO 
and consequently v E ek[lcs] c I’$ + l c Vv, for some 9 < ~1. Thus V, = 
U (V,: 8< K> for every limit ordinal cx. This and (6.15) imply that 
J=lou UUx+l r(vz+l\v,): CI < p} is a matching of G[Z]. This and (6.1) 
imply that lu (F r( V\Z)) is a matching of G. This contradicts the 
assumption that 6(G) = 3. > 0. 1 

We conclude this section with a few corollaries of Theorem 6.1. By 
Corollary 5.5a and Lemma 5.9 we can infer from Theorem 6.1 the 
following: 

COROLLARY 6.la. A subset A of V is matchable if and only if G is not 
A-obstructed. 1 

The criterion in [S] for matchability in bipartite graphs follows by 
taking A in the corollary to be one side of the bipartite graph. 

From Theorem 6.1 it is possible to deduce a strengthening of itself. 
Define: 

g(G) = sup{ K: G is K-obstructed} 

(and q(G) = 0 if G is unobstructed). 

COROLLARY 6.1 b. 6(G) = q(G). 

Proof Since the proof follows closely the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [S], 
we give it rather briefly. Let q = q(G). By Lemma 4.21, 6(G) 3 q. To prove 
the reverse inequality, consider first the case ye < K,. Then there exists an q- 
obstruction S. Let o(S) = (Z, T). If G - S contains a ( <&,)-obstruction U 
with o(U) = (Z’, T) then (Z u Z’, Tu T) is a (>q)-obstruction in G, by 
Lemma 4.4, and this contradicts the definition of r]. If G-S contains a 
(> X,)-obstruction U then, by Lemma 4.14, Tu U is a (> X,)-obstruction 
in G, again contradicting the definition of q. Thus G - S is unobstructed, 
and hence, by Theorem 6.1, matchable. Therefore 6(G) d S(G[S]) = 7. 

Suppose now that 9 > K,. We construct an q+-tower S by defining 
inductively the rungs L, of its ladder J?. Suppose that a: c?+ and that 
L, is defined for each @<a. Let S,=U {L,:tl<a} and G,=G-S,. 
If G, is obstructed choose L, as an obstruction in G,. Since G is not 
( >v])-obstructed, L, is a (6 y)-obstruction in G,, by Lemmas 4.17 and 
4.18. If G, is unobstructed, let L, = {v} for any v E V\S, . By the definition 
of ye, S is not obstructive, and thus Q2(S) # $3. Choose any a E Q2. Since 
G, is unobstructed, it is matchable by Theorem 6.1. Since S(G[S,]) d q by 
Corollary 4.17a, it follows that 6(G) < 11. 1 
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COROLLARY 6.1~. Zf V, w V, = V and V, n V,= $3 then q(G)< 
q(G[ VI]) + q(G[ V,]). In particular, if G[V,] and G[ V,] are unobstructed 
then so is G. 

Proof: This follows from Corollary 6.lb and the easily proved fact that 
6(G)d6(GCV,l)+6(GCV,l). I 

Finally, we note a compactness result of the type of Shelah’s com- 
pactness theorem for singular cardinals: 

COROLLARY 6.ld. Let 1 be a singular cardinal. Assume that V\L is 
matchable for some subset L of V such that / LI = A, and that IE (v)/ d IC for 

each v E V, for some IC < /2. Zf A is matchable for every subset A of V with 
1 A 1 < /I then G is matchable. 

Proqf Suppose that G is unmatchable. By Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 5.4 
there exists then a strong p-obstruction S in G. Since 6(G) < 3, it follows by 
Lemma 4.21 that /t < I, and since /z is singular p <k Since S is strong 
R,(S)u T(S)=m(R,(S), M(S)), and since IR,(S)l =p and IE(v)l dk for 
each v E V it follows by the definitions of the function "‘nz" that 
[R,(S) u T(S)/ d max(p, ti, K,). Hence IS] = IR,(S) u T(S)! + ]R2(S)( < 
max(p, K, K,) < ;1. By Lemma 4.21, S is unmatchable, and the corollary is 
proved. m 

7. A GENERALIZATION OF TUTTE'S THEOREM 

A graph P is called peculiar if it is not matchable, but P- (x} is 
matchable for each x E V(P) (other names in the literature for such graphs 
are “hypomatchable” or “factor-critical,” see, e.g., [9, lo]. We prefer the 
term “peculiar,” since it brings to mind the fact that in the finite case such a 
graph is odd, which is the property used in Tutte’s theorem). The set of 
peculiar connected components in G is denoted by y(G). If Ug V we write 
PJG)= {P&F(G): V(P)c U). 

A graph r= (X, K) is called bipartite if X= Mu W, where Mn W= @ 
and KE M k W. We then identify r also with the triple (M, W, K), an 
asymmetric mode of writing, in which the roles of M and Ware different. A 
bipartite graph r= (M, W, K) is espousable if M is matchable. If A EM 
and NE W then the subgraph T[A v N] is called critical and saturated if 
A u N is A-tight in r. 

With every subset Y of V we associate a bipartite graph 17(G, Y) whose 
one side is B(G - Y) and the other is Y, and in which P E .9(G - Y) is 
connected to y E Y if and only if [v, y] E E for some v E V(P). We say that 
II(G, Y) is espousable if the side P(G - Y) is matchable in it. 
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The main result of this section is: 

THEOREM 7.1. A graph G is matchable if and only if II( G, Y) is 
espousable for each subset Y of V. 

If G is finite and ZZ(G, Y) is inespousable for some Y c V then, by 
P. Hall’s theorem [IS] there exists a subset Y’ of Y and a subset 9 of 
9(G - Y) such that each Q E 2 is connected only to vertices in Y’ and 
I.9 1 > 1 Y’I . By the definition of ZZ( G, Y) each vertex in any Q E 9 is connec- 
ted in G only to vertices from Y’ and thus Q is a connected component in 
G- Y’. Since a finite peculiar graph is odd, we deduce Tutte’s l-factor 
theorem. If P is a peculiar graph, z E V(P) and F is a matching of P-(z) 
then it is easily seen that (1) V(P) = Z(z, F) and (2) there does not exist an 
infinite M-alternating path in P. (See, e.g., [ 1, Lemma 51). These, together 
with Kbnig’s lemma, imply that a locally finite peculiar graph is finite. 
Hence we can deduce from Theorem 7.1 also Tutte’s extension of his own 
theorem to locally finite graphs [ 141 ( using M. Hall’s extension of P. Hall’s 
theorem to locally finite bipartite graphs [7]). We first recall some results 
from 131. In order to make it possible for the reader to pass from the 
terminology of [3] to the present one, let us note that in [3] an M-tight 
set in a bipartite graph (M, IV, K) is called “critical and saturated,” and an 
M-obstruction is called simply an “obstruction.” 

We need the following results from [3]. 

LEMMA 7.2 [3, Lemma 4.11. If T is tight, F a matching of T, and u, 
b $ T then I(u, F) n y(v, F) = @. 

Lemmas 3.1 through 3.4 in [3], combined, can be summarized in: 

LEMMA 7.3. Let S be a strong l-obstruction, and let o(S) = ({z>, T) 
and M(S) = F. Define Y = y(z, F), 9’ = 9(G - Y), 9’ = J??“,, y(G - Y), 
II=II(G, Y), andII’=I7[9’u Y]. Then. 

(A) There exist peculiar graphs Do = D’(z, F) and D.” = D’(z, F) for 
each y E Y such that 9’ = {Do} u {D’: y E Y>, V(D’) = l(z, F r V(D’)), and 

V(Dy) = /(F(y), F r V(D’)) for each YE Y. 

(Below, l$ P E .c?J”, y(G - Y) and P = Dy for some y E Y, we shall write 
Y =v(P)). 

(B) II’-{P} is p-tight for every PEG’. 

Proof of Theorem 7.1. The necessity of the condition is clear. For the 
proof of its sufficiency, assume that G is unmatchable. By Theorem 6.1 
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there exists a rc-obstruction S in G for some K E Y. By Lemma 5.4 we may 
assume that S is strong. Let F=M(S), Y=R,(S)u,v(R,(S),F), 
9 = B(G - Y), 9’ = Ps, y(G - Y), and I7 = ZZ(G - Y). We shall show by 
induction on ti that: 

9’ u Y is a Ic-P-obstruction in 17. (*I 

Consider first the case K<&,. Let Z= R,(S) and F= M(S). Then 
Y=y(Z,F). Let ZEZ and PE~&~,(G--~(.z,F)). By Lemma 7.2 and 
Lemma 7.3(A), V(P) n Y = @, and hence P is a connected component not 
only in G-y@, F) but also in G - Y. This entails 

P’=u {~“rc;,F~(G-y(~, F)):zeZ}. (7.1) 

For each ZEZ let Sz= {P(z, F): y~y(z, F)}. Define: 9 = I., (9.;: ZEZ}. 
By Lemma 7.3, Jz u y(z, J’) is P-tight for each z E Z. Also, by Lemma 7.3 
9 u Y has the matching ((Q, y(Q)): Q E 1). Hence, by Lemma 4.7, 2 u Y 
is g-tight in 17. Since D”(z, F;) is a connected component in G - Y for each 
ZEZ, it follows that E,(D’(z,F))EY. Hence 9’~ Y=9uYu 
{D’(z, I;): z E Z} is a rc@-obstruction in Zi’. 

Suppose now that K > tt, . Let S be a strongly obstructive K-tower with 
U S= S, and let I= I(S). Let CI E Q1(S), and write G, = G - S,. Since S is 
strong, L, is a strong ( < rc)-obstruction in G,. Let F, = F IL,, 
Y,=R,(L,)uy(R,(L,), F,), and 9x=9(G[L,] - Y,). Since S is strong, 
L, = m(R,(L,), F,). Hence L,\Y, c 1(z, F,), which by Lemmas 7.2 and 4.12 
is disjoint from Y. This means that Y, 2 Y n L,. Since clearly Y, c Y, it 
follows that Y, = Y n L,. 

Let P E PE. Since V(P) c I(R,(L,), F,) it follows by Corollary 4.13a that 
E[ V(P)] c L, u ( Y n S, + 1) and since P is a connected component in 
G[L,] - Y, this implies that E[ V(P)] s V(P) u ( Y n S, + 1 ). Hence 

EnC%l c Yn S,+ 1. (7.21 

We now define a K-ladder w in II by: N, = L, for XE G2(S), and 
N, = Pa u Y, for !X E a,(S). Let U be the K-tower in IT whose ladder is @. 
Let IX E @r(S). By the induction hypothesis N, =$ u Y, is a ( <IC)-~~- 
obstruction in Z7(G[L,], Y,). Since U,? Yn S, we have by (7.2) 
E II- U,[PE] G Yn L, = Y,. Since II(G[L,], Y,) is a subgraph of 17- U,, it 
follows by Lemma 4.15 that N, is a (< Ic)-9a-obstruction in Z7- U,, and 
hence a ( <K)-P-obstruction there. This shows that i!? is obstructive, and 
thus (*) is proved. 

By Lemma 4.21, we conclude that 17 is inespousable. 
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